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S.O.S. - Support Our Scene!
Despite
the
current
resurgence
of
the
Commodore 64, please remember that we still
need to support all of those groups and
companies who have been such an important
part of re-energising our hobby. Don’t take
them for granted! Although it can be argued
that commercially the C64 is well and truly
finished, and game and hardware developers
are doing it for the love of their breadbins,
it is just as important that they don’t run
at a financial loss. Obviously, being a
hobby, C64 development plays second fiddle to
real life obligations such as work and family
and that is the reality.
There is no expectation or pressure to part
with your hard earned cash just because, and
there shouldn’t be. These people aren’t
charities. But… if you like a product, or
have downloaded a newly released game rather
dubiously and find yourself enjoying it, give
the developers and publishers the gratitude
they deserve by paying for it. Even if you
just
buy
the
extremely
cheap
digital
downloads. There is no greater pat on the
back! It is quite possible, that as well as
being a fantastic high quality product,
these new games may in fact themselves become
highly collectable in the near future.

Credits:

So, two Reset Rippers for new release games
in one issue (and then there are the
Protovision reviews). Either we’re being too
soft, or the games being released today are
consistently incredible! I’d go for the
latter. With no tight deadlines, budgets,
interfering
producers
and
games
being
produced with and for pure love and enjoyment
rather than financial gain, it really shows
in the quality.
Someone on Lemon asked a great question a
while ago - Where do you see the C64 in ten
years time? Well, twenty years ago in 1994
things
were
looking
pretty
bleak.
The
commercial publishers had all but deserted
the C64 and the major British and American
magazines had closed down. But here we are,
now in 2014, and the C64 scene is strong and
development and interest is higher than it
has been for years - in every aspect of the
scene. There is no reason why this can’t
continue well into the future, well beyond
2024, as long as we keep supporting it and
encourage new development!
Long(er) live the C64 and retro computing!
Sincerely,

Unkle K
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Sam’s the Man!
Unless you’ve been living under a rock, you probably
would have noticed a rather well promoted and popular
C64/retrogaming related Kickstarter campaign doing the
rounds. Commodore 64:A Visual Commpendium is the name
of the book, and its creator and the orchestrator of
the illustrious Kickstarter campaign is one Sam Dyer,
the man of the moment!

The book in all its
digitally created glory!

“What helped me a
little more was
that I loved the
artistic side of
it all, the
animation and
sound and I
always had a wild
imagination.”

Roger Frames all grown
up.. Nah, just kidding
Sam! Truly a nice guy!

You have to admit, a coffee
table book with full colour
double
page
spreads,
containing screens and maps
from our favourite C64 games
as well as mini-reviews and
commentary from some Commodore
64 legends sounds like a good
idea. Sam Dyer thought so too
and took the initiative to
realise his dream, and the
response
has
been
nothing
short of amazing! Setting up
the Kickstarter with a modest
£20,000 target, the end figure
far surpassed that at £35,594.
That figure means all stretch
goals
were
reached,
giving
backers a book with an extra
32 pages, a dust cover and a
spot of UV varnish to top
things off. The extra funding
will also mean that the PDF
version of the book is now
going
to
be
‘dramatically
enhanced’ with gameplay videos
and music. Sounds good to me!
So,
what
is
A
Visual
Commpendium anyway? According
to the campaign homepage, it
is “a book that celebrates the
beauty of the greatest home
computer ever made’.

Sam received some fantastic
support from the C64 elite,
with names such as Gary Penn,
Andrew
Hewson,
The
Oliver
Twins,
Robin
Hogg,
Melvut
Dinc, Dan Phillips and Stephen
Thomson
(S.I.T)
making
contributions to the book, and
it doesn’t end there!

The campaign itself contained
some very special treats for
C64 fans. Not content with
just
producing
a
fantastic
concept
for
a
book,
Sam
arranged
some
truly
astonishing
backer
rewards.
These
included
a
limited
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edition Micro Hexagon cartridge from RGCD,
which was produced exclusively for the
campaign.
Some
of
the
other
rewards
included signed copies of the book (with
Stoo
Cambridge
of
Sensible
Software
lending his signature), signed Psytronik
goodies, various signed posters, a signed
and framed Last Ninja print, signed The
History of Ocean books, Thalamus games and
even opportunities to contribute to the
book itself. Every one of the reward tiers
offered
something
special
and
highly
collectable to the C64 faithful.

Where did the idea for the book come from?

So now that the campaign is finished, the
hard work has only begun for Sam as he
goes ahead full steam with his project.
Luckily for us, he had just enough time to
have a little chat with us first!

Why should people buy your book, and who
is your target audience?

I have always been a huge fan of pixel art
and when at school I used to create my own
sprites on graph paper. This love of pixel
art really inspired me to become a Graphic
Designer so I guess the book fuses
together these two passions. I've always
wanted to create a book of C64 art and
after the success of the Sensi and Ocean
books I though to myself, ‘I could do
that!’.

You should buy the book if you are a fan
of the C64. Each page will be a trip down
memory lane and will bring all those
nostalgic memories flooding back! I’d say
that anyone who came into contact with a
C64 back in the day would be target
audience.

Hi Sam! Can you please tell us a bit about
yourself?
My name is Sam Dyer. I am a Graphic
Designer and HUGE fan of retro gaming.

Tell us a little about how you got into
the C64 and retrogaming.
My Uncle handed down his C64 to me around
1985. It came with an Imagine multi-pack
of games that included Frogger, Arcadia,
BC Bill, Pedro and a few others. It also
came with Theatre Europe which was a war
strategy
game
and
a
cartridge
of
International Soccer. I was instantly
hooked and for years I spent hours and
hours on my Commodore and built up a
decent collection of games over the years.
Some of my favourites included Batman The
Movie,
Ghouls
and
Ghosts,
Midnight
Resistance and Treasure Island Dizzy.

Why
Kickstarter
and
what
was
the
experience like organising the campaign,
and also during the campaign?
I needed Kickstarter to fund the book to
cover the costs of printing such a book.
High production comes at a price and I
think this high quality production is a
key aspect of my campaign. I didn’t
realise it was going to be such hard work!
Pretty much every night for the last
couple of months, I have been in front of
my computer either promoting the book,
designing pages or making new contacts. If
has been a massive learning curve for me.
Hard work but LOADS of fun.
The one thing I have been blown away with
is the response from C64 veterans agreeing
to be involved in the book. Legends such
as
Andrew
Hewson,
Gary
Penn,
Philip
Oliver, S.I.T and Robin Levy and loads
more will be writing in the book. It has
been truly amazing! In particular, Andy
Roberts has been helping me loads by
introducing me to his contacts and giving
me advice where needed. I never imagined I
would
get
this
reaction,
it’s
been
amazing!
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and triple check the numbers. Take into
consideration all potential outgoings and
make sure you cover all the costs… and,
don’t be greedy!

You got a fantastic amount of support from
C64 publishers like RGCD and Psytronik.
How did this come about?
I contacted RGCD originally as I wanted to
enquire about them supplying some signed
games as a special pledge. The next day I
spoke to James Monkman of RGCD and he
suggested
that
instead
we
offered
something ‘extra’ special as a reward and
that is how the Micro Hexagon pledge came
about. All the 99 carts went within days
so
it
was
a
hugely
successful
partnership!
James then introduced me to Kenz of
Psytronik who has put together an amazing
set of signed goodies. The final part of
the book will look at the C64 in the
modern day so to have RGCD and Psytronik
involved will be amazing when putting
together this section.
What was the experience like organising
all of the tier rewards and stretch goals?
Stressful but fun! It is really difficult
to price the rewards correctly and get the
balance
between
offering
value
and
covering costs. It has been really cool
getting all the signed goodies together.
Everyone has been really generous.

What advice would you have for
wanting to utilise crowd funding?

anyone

Firstly, make sure you build up a big
social network of like minded people that
will be interested in what you are
offering.
Whether
it
is
Twitter
or
Facebook, its really important to have a
captive audience that will be behind your
campaign and also spread the word for you.
Secondly, make sure you have a good spread
of pledges that vary in price and offer
good value. Offering signed goodies and
other incentives are really attractive to
backers. Thirdly, do your maths and double

What do you make of the current resurgence
in interest towards the C64?
Utterly amazing that a 30 year old machine
is still so interesting. From the artwork
to the sound chip, it is so iconic.

If you were the recipient of the page
spread tier with one game to choose, which
would it be and why?
Batman The Movie for sure. It has it all:
Great graphics, interesting level design,
great
playability
and
epic
music.
I
remember getting it for Christmas like it
was yesterday :-)

Where does
Books?

the

future

lie

for

Bitmap

All going well, I would love there to be a
Volume 2 Commpendium later this year,
there is simply too much stuff for one
book! Then after that I’d love to do a
book covering the Amiga. One day, the
ambition is to see one of my books in
Waterstones!

What do you do when you’re not creating
Commodore 64 books?
Design stuff for a Brand Agency, try to be
a good father and husband and occasionally
squeeze in some retro gaming.
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Who is your favourite C64 coder?
I’d have to say Paul Norman. He was so
innovative for his time. Aztec Challenge
and Forbidden Forest are two of my
favourite games.

How do you keep in touch with the C64
world i.e. what sites do you visit? Have
you purchased any new games? Do you buy
games from eBay?
Twitter,
The
Retro
Asylum,
YouTube,
Lemon64 and C64.com are my most visited
sites. My most recent retro purchases have
been a complete copy of Batman of the C64
including the sticker and also an N64!

ZZAP!, Commodore Format or Reset?
Reset Obviously! I was a Commodore Format
man for sure!

How much more do you have left of the book
to finish?
About three quarters of the book is left
to design.

Thank you so much for your time Sam. Is
there anything else you would like to say
that hasn’t already been mentioned?

I would just to take this opportunity to
say a massive thank you to everyone who
has supported my Kickstarter campaign.
Whether it has been people tweeting on
Twitter, mentioning it on YouTube or
writing articles like this one. I have
been massively touched by this powerful
support. I must also give a big shout to
Andy
Roberts,
Matt
Allen
and
www.gamesyouloved.com for their honest
advice and giving up their time to help
me. Cheers guys!

Reset would like to thank Sam Dyer
for his participation in this
article.
Visit the Commodore 64:A Visual
Commpendium Kickstarter page.
Visit Bitmap Books at
http://www.bitmapbooks.co.uk/.

Just some of the awesome Kickstarter backer
rewards. We would have liked to have bought them
all, but there were no trains to rob that day.
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News
Get Well Soon!
The
Hewson
Consultants
Kickstarter funded book, Hints
& Tips for Videogame Pioneers,
has been delayed due to Hewson
founder and book author Andrew
Hewson suffering a minor heart
attack in March. According to
Andrew’s
son
Rob,
he
is
expected
to
make
a
full
recovery,

The Hewson Kickstarter
Paradroid poster reward.
Take me to your leader!

Check This Out!
Thrust Remix by Stuart
Breedon:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=f7wuqcuUhYM

Last Ninja Medley
Robert Engstrand:

by

h t t p s : / /
soundcloud.com/
bobengstrand/themansion-gardens-lastninja-remix

As a consequence of this the
book is going to be delayed;
however,
Hewson
have
still
been able to begin sending out
Kickstarter tier and stretch
goal rewards. Several of us at
Reset backed this campaign and
we look forward to reading and
reviewing the book in a future
issue.
Reset Magazine would like to
send Andrew and his family our
best wishes for a quick and
full
recovery.
Hopefully
Andrew is by now well on the
road to good health!

run of a new C64 mainboard
called
C64
Reloaded.
The
mainboards will fit into the
original breadbox cases and
are powered by a modern 12V DC
wall
power
supply.
Additionally,
C64
Reloaded
comes
with
S-Video
output
rather than a TV-Modulator.
Coming partly assembled, users
will need to supply their own
CPU and SID chips and the
board can be jumped from PAL
to NTSC with no soldering.
Individual Computers have also
stated that the board can be
equipped with the VSP-Fix. The
VSP is a video effect used by
some games and demos that
causes some C64’s to crash.
C64 Reloaded is being produced
in limited quantities starting
July 2014 for 149,90 EUR and
pre-orders
will
be
taken
shortly.
http://icomp.de/news/news147_e.htm

The book is available to preorder
from
the
Hewson
Consultants website.
http://www.hewsonconsultants.com/

Ready.. Set.. Go!

If you saw this logo on a
game in the 80’s, it usually
stood for quality!

C64 Reloaded
Individual
Computers
have
announced that they will be
making a limited production

RGCD have just announced the
2014
16kb
Cartridge
Game
Development
Competition.
Gideon Zweijtzer has kindly
sponsored the competition with
not one, but two 1541 Ultimate
II carts, with RGCD themselves
also donating a considerable
sum (£200) to the prize pool.
RGCD have also made a call out
for sponsorhip, so if you
think you can help out, please
drop them a line.
The

competition

itself

has
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been hugely influential and important in
encouraging C64 development. The deadline
for the competition is 00:00GMT on 1st
December 2014. Check out the RGCD website
for more information and rules.

Hexmapper

The producer of the C64P, Rod Hull, has
placed at least one of these beauties on
Ebay and a full review has appeared on the
Commodore is Awesome website.
Visit
the
information.

C64P

homepage

for

more

http://www.sd2iec.co.uk/id9.html

Hexmapper is a tool written for the C128
for making hexagonal mosaics that may be
used for making maps for board games and
RPG’s. Written by Witzo and released on
his website, the ZIP archive contains a
D64 image with the tool, instructions and
several screenshots.
Witzo also has several VIC-20 productions
available for download from his website.
http://raoulm.home.xs4all.nl/products/

Super Blow the Cartridge
Gazunta, creator of the Blow the Cartridge
and Brendan Brewer comics featured in
Reset, has just released the Super Blow
The Cartridge print and artist editions.
Gazunta tells us that it’s “126 pages of
retrogaming awesomeness, full of love of
the
almighty
Commodore
64,
and
it's
available from blowthecartridge.com/shop
in DRM-free PDF file for $5, and that the
print
and
artist's
edition
are
now
available for $25 and $40 respectively,
AAAAAAAAND
that
Reset
readers
get
a
special discount by using exclusive coupon
code RESETC64.”

C64P
The C64P is a homebrew produced laptop
based on the C64 DTV. Features include:





7" TFT (480x234 Pixel) 4:3/16:9
Infra Red Remote
Mouse pad that emulates a 1350
Joystick





Two joystick ports
Built in SD2IEC drive
Printer and external disk drive
connectivity



Built in DTV Games, JiffyDos, Basic

and file browser
And much, much more.

We love you Gaz!
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Games Scene
Commercial Releases
Psytronik have been busy,
with the release of Shoot’Em
Up Destruction Set 3 in
March. Reviewed in Reset #02
and awarded an impressive
8/10, the retail version of
the game contains stunning
loading pictures by Mase and
a few other bonuses. SEUDS 3
is available on tape, disk
(in various editions) and as
a digital download from the
Binary Zone Store.

Phase Out, the tile swapping
puzzler from inc-x, has also
been released in a physical
form as a limited edition
cartridge at RGCD and on
tape and disk at Psytronik
(also still available as a
digital download from the
inc-x website). The game
earned a respectable 6.5 in
Reset #02 and is a worthy
purchase.

Psytronik are also set to
release Magic Cap’s latest
game, Maze of the Mummy. An
arcade puzzler of sorts,
the game will feature 255
levels of ‘adventuring fun’.
No word on a release date
yet, but hopefully it will
be sooner rather than later.

RGCD have been extremely
productive
with
the
a n n o u n c e me n t
of
Micro
Hexagon on cartridge. The
game is being produced as a
limited edition of 100 units
(50 signed by coder Paul
Koller and musician Mikkel
Hastrup) as reward tiers for
Sam Dyer’s Commodore 64:A
Visual
Commpendium
Kickstarter
campaign.
Suffice
to
say,
the
cartridges were snapped up
very quickly and the Micro
Hexagon rewards were sold
out in a matter of days!

RGCD will also be very soon
releasing
the
enhanced
version
of
LazyCow’s
Powerglove as both standard
and
deluxe
edition
cartridges and as a digital
download. As a bonus extra,
they
will
also
make
available a free PC version
of the game. See the review
of the sales version in this
issue of Reset. ETA for the
physical release is May.
Trance Sector Ultimate is
set for release in June at
the
Sundown
Demo
Party.
Richard
has
been
busy
finishing off the enhanced
version
of
his
original
game. The game will also
feature a tweaked front-end
and extra presentation by
Akira of Kiken Corp. RGCD
will release Trance Sector
Ultimate
as
a
limited
edition cartridge and free
digital download.
The
RGCD
and
Psytronik
collaborations
continue,
with
Darkness
(May)
and
Rocket Smash EX (June), both
planned
for
release
on
cartridge, tape and disk.
Darkness will be the first
release
on
Psytronik’s
Ultimate range which will
feature deluxe packaging and
a
whole
range
of
other
goodies included in the box.
RGCD’s release of Rocket
Smash will be as a limited
quantity deluxe cartridge.
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P r o t o v i s io n
have
made
available
the
last
ever
shipment
of
their
space
strategy game Advanced Space
Battle. The limited edition
comes fully boxed with a 95
page professionally printed
manual and is available on
5.25 and 3.5 inch floppy
disk versions. The release
is limited to 23 units so
get in quick. The game is
available at the Protovision
Shop.
Protovision have big plans
for 2014, with the release
of the sold out Bomb Mania
cartridge already, and the
announcement
of
a
cooperation with Out of Order
Softworks. Expect big news
soon!

find the time to finish this
one off.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=126720

Fire Frenzy is a new game
being developed by scene
newcomer Craig Derbyshire,
under the moniker Baby Duck
Games. The game itself is
very loosely based on the
classic 80’s Nintendo Game
and Watch game, Mickey and
Donald. According to Craig,
Fire Frenzy is to be a score
chasing endless game that
gets more difficult with
time. You are in control of
Francis the Firefighter, who
has to “continuously put out
the forever spawning fire
entities.” Craig intends to
enter the game in the 2014
RGCD
16kb
Cartridge
C o m p e t i t io n .
W e ’ ll
be
keeping a close eye on this
one!

Previews &
Announcements
The C64’s most prolific and
productive
game
graphics
artist, Smila, has revealed
screenshots of another work
in progress. Atlantian
is
described as a cross between
Barbarian
and
IK+,
with
plenty of “pixelated gore”
set
amongst
a
range
of
gladiatorial battlegrounds.
Smila has announced on Lemon
that
he
is
once
again
teaming
up
with
Achim
Volkers
and
coding
has
already begun. The quality
of the graphics are stunning
and we will eagerly await
any further announcements.

Wanax released the first
Rocky Memphis preview late
in February, The preview was
a fantastic showcase of what
to expect in the final game.
The game itself is a flick
screen
puzzle/adventure
platformer with similarities
to Rick Dangerous and the
more recently released Joe
Gunn. Wanax has been busy
refining some of the sprites
and working his way through
new
rooms,
as
well
as
adjusting the physics and
speed of the main player
sprite.
If
you
haven’t
checked out the excellent
preview yet, download this
latest
version
made
especially for Reset!
http://cloud.cbm8bit.com/
resetc64/Rocky_Reset.prg

Rent A Cop Reloaded preview
was released by Achim late
December 2013. According to
Achim,
the
preview
is
unlikely to be finished and
was made as a study to test
some sprite animations. The
preview itself is a rather
nice platform/shooter with
some
excellent
background
graphics
and
sprite
animations.
Achim
is
currently very busy with
several other projects but
hopefully one day he can

Honey Bee is a game concept
by Wayne Womersly, who also
drew
the
graphics,
with
Prime
Suspect
c od i n g .

Reset...
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Unfortunately Prime Suspect
suffered
a
hard
drive
failure and lost all of his
source
code.
All
that
remained was the remnants of
a small preview, which was
subsequently released on the
CSDB. Disillusioned, Prime
Suspect
c a n c e ll e d
the
project.
The
original
preview
available at the CSDB.

is

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=128538

A bit later, much to the
delight of Wayne, Richard
Bayliss stepped in to take
over and restarted the game
from scratch, adding in some
of his own graphics based on
mock ups by Steve Day and
refining gameplay elements.
Richard is keeping a blog on
the
project
at
the
TND
website.

preview
was
released
at
Revision
2014
in
April,
where it won 2nd place in
the mixed game competition.
The player finds himself in
front of a terminal in an
unknown place, unaware of
how he got there. And that’s
pretty much all you have to
go by. Lots of rooms to
explore
and
puzzles
to
solve, Immensity reminds me
of
Project
F i r e st a r t .
Graphically, the game is
very stylish with an amazing
3D
scrolling
effect
and
fantastic
animation,
very
reminiscent of Prince of
Persia
and
I m p o ss i b l e
Mission. Immensity is just
dripping
with
atmosphere.
Hopefully development will
continue on this one as a
lot of hard work has already
been put into it and we can
see a full release some time
in the future.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=130338

Freeware Game Releases
ARCOS
Kabuto Factory, 29/12/2013
Multi-platform bat and ball
game resembling Krakout from
Gremlin.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=126752

Knights and Demons
Kabuto Factory, 29/12/2013
Tile
swapping
p uz z l e r
written in basic with a nice
loading tune. Only released
as a TAP. Good effort for a
basic game, but very slow to
play and quite difficult!
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=126751

http://tnd64.blogspot.com.au/

Immensity is a game that has
been
in
development
for
quite some time. The first
preview was released back in
July 2013, while the current

Roy Fielding has remained
busy after Happy Flappy with
the development of Jumpy 64.
A remake of an unreleased
homebrew
Neo
Geo
Pocket
game, Jumpy looks set to be
a fun little platformer. Roy
has also mentioned that the
surround graphics are only
place holder, and he has a
‘c64 legend’ creating some
new graphics to include in
the game. Hopefully it will
be out soon — although there
is no set release date.

Double or Nothing
Alf Yngve, 9/2/2014
Alf’s first entry into the
TND SEUCK Compo 2014. An
innovative shooter where you
control two versions of the
protagonist
at
the
same
time,
in
different
realities. Like all Alf’s
shooters, worth a look.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=128873
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Flappy Bird
SOS, 23/2/2014

Box Match
q0w, 22/2/2014
Skill testing game where the
idea is to match the walls
of a continually shrinking
box to the other boxes. You
can freeze the shrinking box
by
pressing
fire
and
increase it’s size, but you
get a finite amount of moves
to use before you die.

Unofficial mobile port of
Flappy
Bird,
which
was
originally
released
by
Vietnamese
developer
Dong
Nguyenthat and gained a very
sudden rise in popularity
early in 2014. The port is
quite
faithful
to
the
original, but a little bit
easier.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=129318

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=129293

CC65 Chess
S. Wessels, 23/2/2014

Happy Flappy
Roy Fielding, 2/3/2014
Roy Fielding’s return to C64
coding is a nice tribute to
Flappy Bird, but with better
graphics and a boppy tune.
According to Roy the game
was programmed to regain
experience in coding on the
C64 and is the first of many
projects to come. Despite
some very minor graphical
bugs, a fine effort indeed.
Released
exclusively
by
scene group Genesis Project.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=129451

2D Chess game with four
levels of difficulty. Scener
TWW on CSDB beat the game in
4 moves on hard.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=129307

Commodore in Space II
Wintermute, 22/2/2014
Funny
little
pure
SEUCK
shooter
(no
enhancements)
where
you
control
a
Commodore
logo,
in,
you
guessed it, space. Made even
more difficult by beginning
the game with no lives.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=129294

Noxus
Alf Yngve, 10/3/2014

Pinball Construction Kit
creation by Welle:erdball
made in conjunction with a
song on their new album.

Alf Yngve’s second entry
into the TND 2014 SEUCK
competition.
Defend
your
craft by flying a drone
through hostile territory.
Another unconventional use
of SUECK from Alf and the
game contains some nice 80’s
style
retro
shooter
graphics. A good effort and
worth a quick blast.

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=129386

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=129587

Flipperkoenig
Welle:erdball, 28/2/2014
(crack)
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2048
Triad, 23/3/2014

Cosmos
Hultén Brothers, 16/3/2014
Fantastic Port of an ancient
arcade
shooter
originally
released
in
1981.
Great
retro styled graphics and
sound, including digitised
speech. Looks exactly like a
retro arcade game should and
it’s
great
that
the
programmers decided to go
for a direct port rather
than an enhanced version.
Definitely worth a download.

Port of a recent mobile game
where the idea is to slide
matching
numbered
tiles
together that will combine
to create a new tile whose
number is the added values.
The ultimate goal being to
create a tile with the value
2048. A slick conversion
with
nice
graphics
and
music.

Vampire Hunter 2
FanCA, 6/4/2013

The Impossible Game
Mayday, 29/3/2014

Ninja themed entry into the
2014 SUECK compo. A good try
from the author and worth a
quick play.

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=130007

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=129788

http://kollektivet.nu/cosmos/

Shaken
Roberto Dillan, 23/3/2014

Sprectrum version was coded
in BASIC; however, the C64
version
was
made
using
Pinball
Construction
Kit.
The
three
tables
are
conversions of a 1987 arcade
game and must be loaded
separately.

Nice conversion of a Flash
game where the object of the
game is to guide your box
through
the
s c r ol l i n g
landscape and surviving by
avoiding and jumping over
obstacles. Quite hard but
fun for a few plays.

The 6th entry into the 2014
SEUCK compo, this time a
sequel
to
Indyjr’s
2010
SEUCK’er Vampire Hunter. A
horizontally scrolling shoot
-em up where you must avoid
and kill the undead nasties!
http://tnd64.unikat.sk/

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=129903

Roll
Iceout, 13/4/2014

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=129999

Speedball
Kobuto Factory, 2/4/2014
Another multi platform game
from Kobuto Factory. The

Iceout’s latest game has you
guiding a ball through a
board of obstacles to reach
the goal. There are some
bonuses
to
collect
and
hazards to avoid. A bit like
a 2D version of Tilt from
Codemasters.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=130160
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the coder.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=130220

Sokoban 64
Uppercase
17/4/2014

Software,

A C64 variation of an
old
puzzle
game
that
first
appeared in Japan on the NEC
PC-8801
in
1981.
Became
popular in the west after a
DOS,
Apple
II
and
C64
version was released in the
late
80’s
by
Spectrum
HoloByte
as
S o k o- B a n .
Sokoban
64
is
a
very
difficult
logic
puzzler
where you
have to push
boxes around a warehouse
into
designated
spaces;
however, you cannot push the
boxes into walls or
other
boxes, and only one box can
be moved at a time. A nice
game and worth a look.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=130231

1941 - The Secret Conflict
Gibranx, 26/4/2014
7th entry for the 2014 SEUCK
compo. Pretty standard SEUCK
stuff. A 1943 style shooter
with some nice graphics.
http://tnd64.unikat.sk/

Freeware Game Review by
POLYGAMe.
Match Buster
S.E.S., 1/12/2012
I vomited when I was told I
had to play this. All over
myself. I hate puzzle games
and the title alone was
enough to set off a tidal
wave of chunder.

2048
Act-Otl, 17/4/2014
Second C64 port of this
brain logic game within a
month. Once again, clean
graphics, but lacks sound
and only allows for keyboard
control. Plays exactly as it
should and a good effort by

Once I got over my sickness,
for the good of mankind, I
booted up the game. “WHAT
THE
HELL?!?!”
I
asked
myself, as my eyes met with
the
first
level.
“Boudlerdash?!?!”
I couldn't decide whether or
not to be overcome with joy
at the fact that this was an
action game, not a match-

three puzzler, or to be a
little underwhelmed at the
lack
of
the
designer's
imagination at this total
rip-off. But then I played
the game.
Boulderdash it is not. Okay,
so the game looks like a
single-screen
version
of
everyone's favourite boulder
-dropping,
gem
collecting
romp, only it's so much
more.
Instead of simply roaming
around, collecting gems, our
hero needs to “match three”
items (I have no idea what
they are, maybe hay bales or
shit bricks?) together in
order
for
them
to
be
magically transformed into
coins.
This
is
done
by
simply pushing or dropping
them into rows or columns.
Once you have enough coins,
you may locate the exit and,
er, exit – a la Boulderdash.
Things
get
extremely
interesting pretty quickly,
with the addition of fire,
water and teleporting guns,
just like in Portal!
Sure, it looks and sounds
like Boulderdash but it's a
unique, brilliantly designed
and executed title that I'd
consider more of an homage
to multiple classic games
than to a clone of any
single one. The game is pure
genius. I LOVE it!
9.5/10
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=113243
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Game

Developer

Publisher

Armalyte II

Cyberdyne Systems

?

Atlantian

Smila/Achim

?

Barnsley Badger

Smila

Psytronik

Blob

Prime Suspect/Saul Cross

?

Catnipped

Smila/Endurion

Psytronik

CBM Asteroids

Commocore

Commocore

Crimson Twilight

Arkanix Labs

TBA

Cryme

Commocore

Commocore

Darkness *

Smila/Achim

RGCD/Psytronik

Fire Frenzy

Baby Duck Games

?

Honey Bee

TND

?

Hyperion

Smila/Endurion

Psytronik

Immensity

Dév

?

Imogen

John CL/Saul Cross

?

Jam It

?

Psytronik Sports

Jumpy 64

Roy Fielding

?

Lawless Legends

?

?

Maze of the Mummy

Magic Cap

Psytronik

Oolong

?

?

Outrage

Cosmos Designs/?

Protovision

Pac-It

Protovision

Protovision

Pushover

Magic Cap

?

Rocket Smash EX *

RGCD

RGCD/Psytronik

Rocky Memphis

Wanxx

?

Steel Duck

Commocore

Commocore

Super Carling the Spider

?

Psytronik

Ultimate Newcomer

CID

Protovision

USSR League

Commocore

Commocore

Wonderland

Endurion

Psytronik

* Release imminent
Every effort has been made to make this list as accurate as possible. Please support the developers and
publishers by sending them messages of support and buying their games when released.
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Commercial Release!

Game Review

Game: Darkness
Publisher: Psytronik/RGCD
Release Date: May 2014
Available: Psytronik (disk, tape, digital
download). RGCD (cartridge)
It’s a bit like: Sabre Wulf, Robin of the Wood
Score: 9/10
Don’t let the title screen
frighten you, because there’s
much worse to come!

Achim Volkers,
after The Vice
that they dare
Darkness light
and depressed?

Trevor Storey and Linus team up again
Squad to bring us an arcade adventure
you to play with the lights off. Will
up your life, or leave you feeling dark
Let’s go and find out.

Game Overview
“Darkness
successfully
delivers a
rich, moody
atmosphere with
some of the
best graphics I
have ever seen
on the
Commodore 64.”

The Prince of Darkness, Ozzy
Osbourne, appears as the final
boss in the game. Defeat him
with ten Hail Marys.

Darkness is a flick screen
arcade adventure in which you
must
guide
Adventurer
Stan
through a forest and ancient
temple to find his loved one.
To do this you must unlock 8
gates and find chests that
hold various items essential
to your quest, as well as
battle the ultimate enemy —
and no, I don’t mean your
mother-in-law.
Featuring
colourful
bitmap
graphics by Smila, a full
moody soundtrack from Linus,
as well as a large map to
explore, there should be more
than enough in Darkness to
keep you going for a while.
The game also features an
introduction and end sequence,
as well as an assortment of
enemies
including
bats,
elephants
and
gorillas,
collectable
weapons,
destructible
locations
and
powerups to help you on your
way.
Darkness
will
be
available
from RGCD and Psytronik in May
in various editions, including
the new Ultimate edition from
Psytronik, which includes an
assortment of bonus goodies!
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Vinny - 9/10
I would like to start this short review by
saying that Trevor Storey, Achim Volkers
and Linus are my heroes. These guys really
know how to make a fun and entertaining
Commodore 64 game.
A few months ago I was fortunate enough to
purchase and play Darkness on my iPad and
I’m happy to say that it’s a retro gaming
masterpiece and a lot of fun to play.
Controls aside, it’s as if you’re playing
a real Commodore 64 game – what with the
graphics being in C64 style. So I wondered
how close to the iPad version would be to
the actual Commodore 64 game…
Pretty damn close is the answer - if not
better! My heroes have done it again, and
produced yet another Commodore 64 corker.
Beautiful graphics and design by Trevor,
clever coding by Achim, and music to my
ears by Linus. But what really keeps me
hooked to the game is the exploration side
of it, and the vast map that has been
built in. There’s just so much to explore
and so many nasties to batter. Oh – and
there’s also plenty of vegetation to slash
and items to collect, which will get you
to the final boss.

some of the screens take a little longer
to display, which I’m sure is down to the
amount going on in the code. But hey, just
blink a few extra times and you won’t even
notice it.
Definitely one for the collection. And any
cartridge collectors out there: this is
THE one to have.
It’s got my vote.

Vinny’s Darkness POKES
Infinite Lives/Health
POKE 3382,165 : POKE 3478,165 : POKE 3528,165
POKE 22751,165 : POKE 22753,165 :
POKE 22773,165

Unkle K - 9/10

Screenshot of the original mobile version of Darkness,
which was produced with C64 style graphics. The
Commodore 64 version looks even better!
I almost completed the iPad
I’ve been fortunate enough to
this one and get to the final
he’s a big’un! Nice, sweet
too.

version, but
play through
boss. My God
game ending

One small gripe – and it is a small one…

I just couldn’t help myself. Playing retro
style games on a touch screen device, well
it gives me the shits. All of these
emulators, conversions of classic games.
They look great, they sound great, but
they play like a dog. The touch screen
joysticks and joypads just don’t work for
me.
Games
that
are
designed
for
touchscreens
fair
enough,
but
not
retrogames. I told myself I was going to
wait for the C64 version of Darkness, but
a moment of weakness and a quick visit to
the Google Play store changed all that.
And while it looked and sounded great,
those controls. I played it for about a
minute, and that was it.
Despite that I was keenly awaiting this
game on the C64, and when it finally
arrived in my inbox and I loaded it up
onto my C64, it felt right at home.

Reset...

Playing Darkness with a joystick
joypad) is an absolute pleasure.
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(or

The gameplay feels suitably retro and it
immediately brought me back to my earlier
days
of
gaming,
with
fond
memories
exploring
earlier
flick-screen
arcade
adventures such as Robin of the Wood.
The graphics are sublime, with amazing
multi-colour backgrounds and sprites. It
all looks pretty, and Linus once again
brings his A-game to the table with a
suitably dark and moody soundtrack.

The spectacular cover art for Darkness, giving the game
a decidedly demonic vibe from the onset!
As for the gameplay, there is plenty of
exploration
and
enemies
to
keep
you
occupied.
Darkness
isn’t
an
overly
difficult game, but you will appreciate
every minute and once completed, feel
quite happy to do it all again.
Darkness successfully delivers a rich,
moody atmosphere with some of the best
graphics I have ever seen in a Commodore
64 game. Smila has proven yet again that
he is an absolute master at creating C64
game graphics. There is more than enough
there to keep you occupied and exploring
for a while and the game is topped off
with a stellar ending. A worthy Reset
Ripper if I’ve ever seen one and an
essential purchase. Buy!!
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The original Spectrum
version of Jet Pac. After 30
years, we finally get to play
it on our beloved C64 and
get another one up on our
rubber keyed cousins!

“Whether I am
thinking about
Rocket Smash EX
or whether I’m
playing it, it
always makes me
smile. It’s a
breath of fresh
air in every
possible way”

Vinny’s Rocket Smash
POKES
Level Skip
POKE 9455,1
Infinite Lives
POKE 12092,165
Infinite Oxygen
POKE 11130,173
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Game Review

Game: Rocket Smash EX
Publisher: RGCD/Psytronik
Release Date: June 2014
Available: Psytronik (disk, tape, digital
download). RGCD (cartridge)
It’s a bit like: Jet Pac (Spectrum)
Score: 9/10
Rocket Smash EX is the extended 64kb edition of
the original cartridge version that was released
for the 2013 RGCD 16kb cartridge game competition.
So, is the EX content worth the EX asking price?
Time to blast off and find out...

Game Overview
Rocket
Smash
is
a
single
screen
arcade
shooter
borrowing
heavily
from
the
classic
Spectrum
game
from
Ultimate, Jet Pac.
Taking on the role of the
intrepid hero Commander 64,
your mission is to escape each
of the planets in turn by
building a rocket ship, and
then filling it with fuel,
before taking off on the next
part of your escape. Obviously
the game isn’t that simple.
The
space
around
you
is
riddled
with
nasties
and
aliens that will quite happily
destroy you in the blink of an
eye. Fortunately you are armed
with a phaser and so you can
blast away till you heart’s
content. Oh – and you’ve got
depleting oxygen to contend
with too. Just be careful,
right!
Rocket Smash will be available
as a limited edition deluxe
cartridge from RGCD, and on
tape, disk and as a digital
download from Psytronik. ETA
is June, so start saving!
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Vinny - 9/10
Let’s be honest here… there’s no way I’m
going to be able to talk about this game
without mentioning the mighty Jet Pac. My
first ever experience of Jet Pac was back
in the early eighties when my cousin had a
BBC Micro, and would take great joy in
parading his copy of Jet Pac every time I
went round knowing that my Commodore 64
had nothing that could compete with it,
until now! THIRTY years I’ve had to wait
for this game, but it was certainly worth
waiting for!
The game loads and opens with a cool
Rocket Smash EX bitmap screen, followed by
the title screen accompanied by a cute
little ditty. There are various options to
choose from before starting the game:
DIFFICULTY: Easy, normal, hard, MUSIC/SFX:
on/off, MODE: story/loop and START GAME.
There’s also a high-score table to boot.

filled it with fuel – as if there’s a
touch of urgency to get going. There are
plenty of levels to get your teeth into,
which will keep you occupied for a while
yet. I’m looking forward to playing some
more to find out if it has a game ending.
Whether I am thinking about Rocket Smash
EX or whether I’m playing it, it always
makes me smile. It’s a breath of fresh air
in every possible way: the arcade style
game play is top-notch and so tight it
couldn’t even pass wind; the graphics are
clean, precise, but at the same time very
colourful and fun; and then there’s the
music and sound effects – not forgetting
digitised speech(!), which wraps this
wonderful game up in a tantalising and
exciting package. It’s a game I just can’t
seem to put down.
So now that I have the almighty Rocket
Smash EX to hand, I can go round my
cousin’s house and showcase it, and rub
his face in it. Though I doubt he’ll care.
He’s all grown up now and a successful
restaurateur in Ascot! Bollocks.

Unkle K - 9/10
Collect rocket parts, collect fuel, don’t
run out of oxygen and don’t get hit by
enemies. You’ve got to love that classic
early 80’s simplicity!
The enhancements from the original 16kb
game are worthy. The speech is a fantastic
addition, with “get ready” and “game over”
samples, along with a great “groan” when
your player takes a hit. I’ve made that
groan myself before. Trust me, it means
pain!

Each level is a joy to play, with the
difficulty set just right. The movement of
Commander 64 is smooth and the sprite
collision is spot on. I love the change in
music when you’ve completed the rocket and
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The animated cut scenes and story mode
only add to what was already a polished
product when originally released.
The classic gameplay is timeless and this
wonderful
little
tribute
to
Jet
Pac
certainly remains true to the original, in
terms of gameplay anyway. With varied
enemy sprites and colourful backgrounds,
Rocket Smash looks a treat and plays very
well, while adding a definite C64’ish feel
to the original game. The speed of the
game and player physics are just right as
well as the difficulty level being spot
on. And, if it’s a bit too easy or too
hard you can always amp up or turn down
the difficulty in the options menu.

I absolutely love the music in this game.
Simple and minimalistic with some cool
melodies, the music kind of reminds me of
the tunes we heard in the Spy Vs Spy
series of games, which was also great!
Perfectly suits the game and adds plenty
of atmosphere.
The enemies range from stupid random
floaties,
to
infra-red
heat
sensing
nasties that want nothing more than to
knock your head off. This different enemy
behaviour brings more variation to the
game,
rather
than
just
relying
on
different sprites, platform locations and
colour schemes between levels and stages.
Rocket Smash EX is right up my alley.
Simple, gratifying gameplay that suits my
short
attention
span
perfectly,
and
captures
the
spirit
of
why
I
love
Commodore 64 gaming in the first place. A
great adaption of the classic original
concept by the Stamper Brothers.
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C64 Endings
By Vinny Mainolfi


BOMBERLAND

snapshot using the LOAD/
SNAPSHOT option in Vice.

2013 RGCD / Samar Productions

Bomberland Deluxe
cartridge from RGCD. Still
available to buy, and a very
worthwhile purchase.

“You know me...
I cheated until
my heart's
content.”

Bomberman is one of those
iconic video game
characters. Wouldn’t want
to mess with him in real
life though!

I've said it before and I'll say
it again... there are certain
game
styles
throughout
your
lifetime
that
you
naturally
avoid. For me, it has always
been
RPG
games,
and
also
anything
that
resembles
Bomberman. It’s very much to do
with personal taste, and also
what your mind is comfortable
with.
But
then
along
came
Bomberland published by RGCD,
and all that seemed to change…
Bomberland by Samar Productions
is a fantastic Bomberman style
game, but with a very different
feel to it. It's a breath of
fresh air with fast and furious
game
pl ay,
co lou rful
an d
exciting graphics, and fitting
music
throughout.
It's
the
Commodore 64 game we've all been
waiting for, and it's no wonder
that RESET magazine gave it an
overall score of 10/10 in issue
1.
So you'd expect a top scoring
game to have a top scoring
ending, right?
HOW WAS IT COMPLETED:
You know me... I cheated until
my heart's content. If you want
to see the ending LIVE on your
Commodore 64, you'll need an
original .CRT version of the
game, and the .VSF ending file
that
is
available
on
the
Bomberland
game
ending
page
found
on
c64endings.co.uk.
Here's how to fire
up the
ending:



Load

your

Bomberland.CRT

cartridge file into Vice.

Load the BOMBERLANDEND.VSF



The

ending

will

automatically start.
SO WHAT HAPPENS?:
Once you have completed the
final level, the game ending
kicks in with the Bomberland
country image that is overlaid
with animated fireworks, and a
fast-paced ending tune. This is
followed
by
a
movie-style
scrolling epilogue and credits,
and dancing characters on the
left and right of the screen. As
a bonus, an extra password is
revealed.
COMMENTS:
Even though it's a good ending,
I feel that it lets down the
game a little. The game is fast
paced and furious, and some of
that is lacking from the ending
visuals, and so it feels a
little disjointed. Also - the
ending image is a repeat of the
image from the intro and so the
graphics have been recycled.
Saying
that
it's
nicely
presented with a good ending
tune, and a great epilogue with
credits.
FINAL SAY:
It's
good
but
a
little
lackluster in comparison to the
actual game.

Game Ending Rating:
7/10
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1. A password that may just help you get to the end.

3. And so the ending begins...

5. ..and more credits...

2. The final level is complete!

4. Epilogue followed by the credits...

6. ...and the story about how the game was produced...

Reset...
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7. ...and a bit more info...

8. The End.

You can view the Bomberland game ending directly from c64endings.co.uk — along
with 850+ other Commodore 64 game endings.
We’ll have another game ending from Vinny in the next issue.

The Wonderful World of Commodore 64 game endings
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Deep Thoughts
By Merman
The final criticism is why bother, when
there are so many other games out there?
There is a thrill in creating something,
and everyone who has completed a SEUCK
game wants people to enjoy playing their
creation. I have helped archive many
great
games
through
my
SEUCK
Vault
website - www.seuckvault.co.uk, and the
recent SEUCK creation competitions have
proved
there
is
still
plenty
of
originality and fun to be had with the
Kit.

In 1987, Sensible Software released The
Shoot 'Em Up Construction Kit (or SEUCK for
short). It was a clever menu-driven set of
utilities
that
allowed
anyone
without
programming knowledge to create their own
shoot 'em up game. And over the years SEUCK
has come in for a lot of criticism. I am
here to stand up for the Kit.
The first criticism usually raised is that
all SEUCK games are the same. And yes,
there are many similar games out there.
There were even stories of people trying to
sell slightly changed versions of the demo
games given away with the Kit to software
houses. But I am here to say there is a lot
of variety. From Operation Wolf style
crosshairs shooters to platform games, from
the Wild West to zombies to Charlie Chaplin
style slapstick, there is a huge variety of
games out there.
The second criticism is that the games are
bad or boring to play. In the hands of a
talented creator like Alf Yngve, SEUCK
offers so many different ways to play. His
series of SEUDS (Shoot 'Em Destruction Set)
compilations demonstrate a real flair and
plenty of unusual ways of using the Kit.
The games, including the recent SEUDS 3,
have been enhanced with menus, music and
even power-ups and that makes them even
better.

So before you say SEUCK sucks, make sure
you are not just writing it off because
it is a "construction kit". It can create
something good.
Sheer Earth Attack, a
traditional horizontally
scrolling shooter by Gaetano
Chiummo, made possible
with a Jon Wells SEUCK
hack. Winner of the 2013
SEUCK compo.

Twin Tigers by SEUCK master
Alf Yngve, possibly the first
ever enhanced SUECK creation
and a damn fine game!

Zap Fight from SEUDS 3,
showcases additional
enhancements such as powerups and animated
backgrounds.

Visit Merman’s SEUCK archive, SEUCK
Vault, for hundreds of downloadable SEUCK
creations.
http://www.seuckvault.co.uk/
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Commercial Release!

The very nice boxed edition
of Advanced Space Battle.
Once they sell out they’ll
be gone forever!

Game Review

Game: Advanced Space Battle
Publisher: Protovision
Developer: More Gore Software
Release Date: 2007 (Final print run March 2014)
Available: Protovision (disk, digital download)
It’s a bit like: Space Battle Deluxe
Score: 9/10
The battle ships in outer orbit burned in the night sky:
glorious, horrifying, silent fireworks.
"Sir, we've lost the main fleet. The enemy has launched a
counter attack. Central Command reports that most of the
outposts have scuttled production centres and are fleeing."

“Advanced Space

first ever

A wounded cruiser, pounded by heavy lasers, streaked through
the atmosphere, pin wheeled and exploded. There would be no
survivors.

videogame where

"Yes, fleeing. But fleeing to where?"

I’ve needed to

Game Overview

Battle is the

reach for the
instruction
manual.”

Based on a tabletop board
game, Advanced Space Battle
puts you in control of a
homeworld, a small fleet and
some factories.
Your goal is to conquer as
many of the 36 worlds as
possible within the turn limit
(or until your opponent has
been
defeated)
by
battling
other players, Deep Jones (the
computer
opponent)
and
the
mutants (violently transformed
natives of neutral worlds).

Scene group Role released
Advanced Space Battle
Music Collection, featuring
eight stunning tunes by
Yogibear/Protovision. We
recommend you download
it, and it’s free!
http://csdb.dk/release/?id=51652

Advanced Space Battle contains
two games in one. The classic
game is an enhanced version of
Space Battle Deluxe (which is
still available as a free
download from the Protovision
website)
only
with
better
graphics and a much improved
interface.
You
are
also
limited to playing against the
computer opponent, Deep Jones.

However, the advanced game is
human
multiplayer
only
and
contains many additional rules
which changes the strategies
required
to
beat
your
opponent.
The
game
accepts
joystick,
keyboard and mouse input and
is played using a windows
based
graphical
user
interface.
Advanced
Space
Battle
has
reached it’s final production
run.
Protovision
have
only
just released the final 23
physical
boxed
copies
(however the digital download
will
continue
to
remain
available). Released as both
3.5 and 5.25 inch floppy disk
versions and fully boxed with
high
quality
packaging
and
professionally
printed
instructions, you’ll need to
get in quick!
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Ant - 9/10
Solid strategy games on the C64 may sound
like an unlikely occurrence given the
machine's
relatively
low
specs
and
grindingly
slow
disk
access,
but
surprisingly deep 4X games are still
possible.
Advanced Space Battle (or ASB between
friends) is a great example of this.

So while simple in concept the underlying
complexity really makes the Classic game
stand out.
Unfortunately luck does play a large part
in this game (also Deep Jones isn't overly
smart
and
it
receives
some
distinct
advantages to offset this). There were
times where a series of unfortunate events
(from my chosen starting planet to the
actual random events in-game) meant that
it was clear by around turn 15 that I
couldn't possibly win.
Seeing as Deep Jones is permanently set to
be a bit of a thicko the difficulty level
is determined by galaxy type selected at
the start of the game. For the record I
was regularly getting my butt kicked on
the easiest galaxy configurations.

At its core the Classic version of ASB is
relatively straight forward: send fleets
to other planets, beat the inhabitants
(sheer numbers is the only deciding factor
in battles), produce more ships so you can
send more fleets etc.

The user interface for strategy games is
vitally important and, for the most part,
ASB's are suitably functional with common
actions requiring minimal key presses. I
do like that there are number of different
ways to view the same data and that there
are practical uses for both the Tactical
and Galaxy Views.

And I was a little sceptical of this
simplicity at first (the Advanced game has
more options but can only be played
against real humans, the C64 having its
hands too full to also play Deep Jones)
but later, as enemy forces amass, natives
mutate and go to war and you start losing
planets there is a real sense of urgency
and terror.

Advanced Space Battle Galaxy view.
However, some options are hidden a few
layers deep in key presses (why do I have
to select Big Menu first before I can hit
a function key to eventually get a view of
ship production across the galaxy?). This
can get a little frustrating and also
meant that it took me a while to remember
I could abandon entire planets.

Deep Jones thinking.

Minor UI issues aside, I found Advanced
Space Battle to be a very enjoyable,
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surprisingly
deep
strategy
game
with
enough options to keep you playing for
some time (even more so if you have a
friend to play the Advanced version with).
Neat touches (like the ability to generate
graphs from the game logs, and a special
mention for the selection of great tunes
you can listen to in-game) round out this
excellent C64 strategy game very nicely.
Pro-tip: Play this on an emulator
provides auto-turbo disk access.

that

POLYGAMe - 9/10
A few years ago, I discovered something
wonderful. It was the board game RISK.
Sure, I'm only a few decades late to the
party but I found myself addicted and my
poor relatives to this day are forced to
sit down and beat me at a game every time
I go down to visit. I say beat me, because
I don't have a brain that works too well
when it comes to wartime strategy, or any
strategy, for that matter.
Advanced Space Battle is RISK in space.
Okay, that's an extremely general comment.
Both games at their core are about
domination (countries and planets, not
kinky, middle-aged married men), with the
player aiming to spread their fleets
across the “board”, knocking out any
armies that stand in their way.

A graph, indicating some unpleasant news for
Deep Jones. Sophisticated!
There's far too much to say about ASB, way
more than can fit in these few words I was
allocated, but I can tell you it's an
incredibly deep strategy game that is
ideally suited for more than one player
(though, I have no friends and found it to
be a heap of fun in 1up mode), has
fantastic visuals and an epic soundtrack
and even a fool like myself can win his
first game after a bit of a look-see at
the manual.
Aliens, mutants, a space monkey-Humphrey
Bogart-like CPU enemy and RISKy gameplay.
What more could you want?

Butcher attacks natives. Look out!
Advanced Space Battle is the first ever
videogame where I’ve needed to reach for
the instruction manual. Sure, the menu
navigation etc. is as obvious as Liberace,
but you'll need to know the rules to
understand the game.

Advanced Space Battle contains a Galaxy Map
approximately four screens in size!

Screenshots supplied by
http://www.protovision-online.com/
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The suit.
Wear it to your next retro
videogame dress-up party
and see how hard-core
your friends really are.

Game Review

Game: Powerglove
Publisher: RGCD
Developer: LazyCow
Release Date: ETA May 2014
Available: RGCD (Cartridge)
It’s a bit like: Metroid (NES)
Score: 7.5/10






Fossil resources exhausted.
High enemy demands crippling the population.
Explosion in thermal reactor.
Evil maintenance robots.
A chance to wear a kit that rivals the HALO suit and kick some
serious robot arse while saving the world.

I’m in!

“I've got the
keee-ey, I've
got the secreee
-eeet.

Well, I

will have once
I blast this
little chap to
pieces,
anyway.”

Get your own real life
Powerglove, just in case you
need protection against your
own maintenance robots.
Also useful for silencing
those annoying foreign
telemarketers.

Game Overview
Powerglove
was
originally
released at the 2013 RGCD 16kb
Cartridge
Game
Competition,
where
it
placed
a
very
respectable 3rd place. Now, the
game has been further tweaked
for release on cartridge at
RGCD.
An arcade shooter at it’s core,
bearing resemblance to such
retrogaming classics as Metroid
and even Shadow of the Beast,
Powerglove combines exploration
with
platform
jumping
and
shooting, with plenty of items
to find, collect and use.
Still
coming
in
the
16kb
cartridge form, the game has
been enhanced with a revised
five level map, a map overview
display, power-ups and other
tweaks such as faster room
transitions, slicker controls
and shot sound effects. The
game is also NTSC compatible
with the same game and music
speed as the PAL version.
Powerglove
is
due
to
be
released in May by RGCD, on
cartridge and as a digital
download.
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Plume - 8/10
Now, while I understand the similarities
to the metroidvania style of platformer
(due to it being relatively sprawling,
considering it's restrictions), Powerglove
just feels to lean more towards Megaman,
which works in its favour.
I really like being thrust from small
scrolling section to the next and taking a
3 second peek at what the screen holds
before I continue blasting away (like a
tiny strategy for my tiny mind). Each
section
has
obviously
been
carefully
designed with regards to enemy position,
platform height, bullet trajectory and
your subsequent path through it.
My only qualm with it is the inertia of
the main character. The tiny delay between
landing a jump and continuing moving
drives me nuts but I guess it's down to
personal preference, it was designed like
that for a reason after all.
The additions to the final version are
very welcome indeed with the updating map
at the foot of the screen useful and
unobtrusive, and the new shot sound effect
adding feedback to the action.
Overall, it's a good little run n' gun
with a lot of love poured into it. And
after all, what would "Powerglove" be
without love? Well, "Powerg" actually. And
that just sounds rubbish.
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the fact that I don't own a NES, which
would
have
made
trying
it
pretty
difficult.
Fortunately, then, we are
talking about a new Commodore 64 game.
And that, I do not have any problems with.
Powerglove is an arcade adventure, in the
vein
of
something
like
Turrican
or
Draconus, I suppose, if you want a C64
game for comparison.
Programmed in just
16K of memory (like last month's Phase
Out, it was an entry into the RGCD 16K
cartridge game development competition),
it manages to cram in 100 rooms for you to
explore.
Just why you're exploring them,
though, is a bit of a mystery.
You're all heart.
Or you will be, once
you pick up that health-boosting item.
I've
reviewed
the
game
without
any
instructions and I didn't complete it, so
you'll have to go with me on this. The
game starts with your character standing
next to a series of pipes.
A powerglove
lies next to you, which you pick up,
naturally.
You find that it enables you
to fire lasers. Fantastic! You can then
choose from two of the five pipes to jump
down and start your adventure.
The
other
three
pipes
are
locked,
initially, but once you get good enough
you'll probably find at least one key to
another of the pipes. It's usually at the
far end of the game's map, and once you've
picked up the key you have to work your
way all back to the start to unlock
another pipe.
I like that you don't get
put back to the start automatically upon
finding a key... I appreciate a game that
makes you work for its rewards.
I've got the keee-ey, I've got the secreee
-eeet.
Well, I will have once I blast
this little chap to pieces, anyway.
Of course, you can't just stroll around
the landscape, picking up the treats.
Each cavern is filled with funny-looking
critters.
All are damaging to our hero,
although they won't all actively attack
you on sight.
You'll have to work out
which is which as you go.

PaulEMoz - 7/10
When I was asked to review Powerglove, I
immediately thought, “Hang on, I thought
this was a C64 mag?”.
Visions of
Nintendo's ill-fated add-on sprang to
mind, and not in a good way. There's also

Later levels feature different enemies and
things such as barriers through which you
are unable to take your powerglove. This
leaves you unarmed, and forces you to rely
on accurate jumping skills to get you
through.
It's a nice little touch and
means that the game never gets too easy or
predictable. Quite enjoyable.
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Feature - Double Up!
Part 1, By Unkle K
There are many examples of the same game being released twice on the
Commodore 64. Sometimes the same game was re-programmed for a different
market, other times coders were actually unaware that the same game was in
development by somebody else, and other times a close clone or direct copy
of the original game was sneakily released to cash in on a popular title.
Unkle K takes a look at some of these ‘double ups’, and lets them finally
have it out. Only one can survive, the other is deleted!

Flappy Bird

liberties for his version, Happy Flappy,
and altered the graphics and included a
bouncy tune to enhance proceedings. It’s
just too hard to separate these games. The
gameplay
of
both
games
is
virtually
identical (just a slight variation in
difficulty), and whether you want to play
an almost direct and more faithful copy of
the
original
game
or
a
tarted
up
conversion with nicer graphics and catchy
music, the experience is going to be
almost the same. I’m going to give the
points to Happy Flappy, it’s just a touch
more jolly!

WINNER: Happy Flappy
Flappy Bird, 2014 SOS.

Manic Miner
Manic Miner is one of those games that
doesn’t
need
an
introduction,
it
is
timeless. But what many people don’t know
is that it has twice been ported to the
C64, albeit the second, more recent port
is an unofficial conversion.

Although not technically a ‘double up’, I
just couldn’t resist including SOS’s
Flappy Bird conversion and Roy Fielding’s
C64 interpretation, Happy Flappy.

Gameplay wise, they are both very similar.
They both do very well with the basic
necessities
for
a
platformer
good
jumping physics and excellent collision
detection. The minor differences are in
the presentation and speed of the game.
The 2010 conversion actually runs a bit
faster, making it ever so slightly more
playable. It also uses a slightly bigger
screen area, but apart from that the
graphics and look of both games is very,
very similar.

Flappy Bird is a straight conversion of
the original iOS mega-hit Flappy Bird,
while
Roy
Fielding
has
taken
some

The music and sfx of the 1983 port are
timeless, yet also terrible! We’ve all
heard
that
awful
title
tune
and

Happy Flappy, 2014 Roy Fielding
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monotonous, repetitive in game tune, but
listening to that music and hearing that
jump effect as well as the other sfx gives
me a warm, nostalgic feeling.

Canabalt

Unfortunately, the 2010 versions loses out
with complete silence, not a sound is to
be heard, on the title screen and during
the game. It is also missing that iconic
Manic Miner title screen with the piano
keyboard and background scene.
Although the 2010 version is slightly more
playable and is a fantastic effort, I have
to give the points to the original
conversion due to it’s faithfulness to the
original
48k
Spectrum
version’s
presentation. I guess playability isn’t
always what is most important.

WINNER:
Projects)

Manic

Miner

Canabalt, 2011 Mr. SID

(Software

C64anabalt, 2011 Paulko64/RGCD

Manic Miner, 1983 Software Projects

Manic Miner, 2010 Stefan Wessels

Released only days apart, these two games
are both fantastic conversions of Adam
Atomic’s Flash hit Canabalt. Canabalt by
Mr. SID came first, and was the next game
after his amazing C64 Prince of Persia
conversion. C64anabalt by Paul Koller was
an official conversion with the blessing
of Adam Atomic himself and was based on
the original source code. It was entered
into
the
2011
RGCD
16kb
Cartridge
Competition in which it earned a very
respectable
2nd
place.
It
was
also
released on cartridge by RGCD a short time
later. So what’s the difference between
the
two?
Not
much!
Both
are
very
impressive conversions with only subtle
differences and are equally as fun to
play.
Canabalt by Mr Sid is fast, smooth and
includes an awesome rendition of the
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original’s first tune Run! (Danny B)
covered by Encore. This version includes
sound effects when you run through the
glass and the birds fly both left and
right as you run towards them.
C64anabalt on the other hand doesn’t
contain the original tune, although the
music by Andreas Slotte is equally as
impressive. The game starts with that
familiar shake and like the other version,
is fast and smooth. There are no sound
effects this time and the birds only fly
left, however there is a neat parallax
effect giving the graphics more depth than
Mr Sid’s effort. Encore’s soundtrack from
Canabalt was eventually used in the final
sales version as well (as an option),
keeping the conversion as close to the
original as possible.
Apparently both programmers were unaware
of the development of each other's game.
From a gamer’s perspective, it was great
seeing
the
different
approach
and
decisions each coder took, but when it is
all said and done the playability is
identical and both are very fine efforts.
I’d
play
either,
although
C64anabalt
probably only just wins out due to it’s
parallax effect.
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mode and level select. There is no title
music to speak of, although each level
begins with a short single channel jingle
reminiscent of early arcade games. The
graphics are attractive enough, although
Mario moves painfully slow even though his
little legs and arms are moving at an
extremely rapid pace!
Ocean Mario Bros is a more polished
affair, with better presentation and a
typically early Ocean title tune. Overall,
the
graphics
and
sound
effects
are
slightly better and the game moves a lot
faster, with Mario running at a speed that
actually matches the animation! The two
player mode is still in tact and there
seems to be more happening on the screen
during gameplay.
While
the
simplicity
of
the
Atari
conversion
is
endearing,
the
faster
gameplay and overall polish of the Ocean
game makes it the preferred version.

WINNER: Mario Bros (Ocean)

WINNER: C64anabalt (Paul Koller/RGCD)

Mario Bros
It’s hard to believe a time when Nintendo
would
allow
their
fiercely
protected
mascot appear on rival platforms, but
that’s exactly what happened with Mario
Bros,
which
is
in
fact
an
arcade
conversion and it pre-dates the original
Famicon/NES. This platform game sees Mario
cleaning out the sewers, exterminating
various pesky animals by flipping them
onto
their
backs
by
head-butting
platforms, and then kicking them away.
He’s obviously not an animal lover.

Mario Bros, 1984 Atari, Inc.

The game was converted by Atari in 1984,
and again by Ocean three years later for
the European market. Both versions feature
attractive, well converted graphics and
the gameplay is very similar.
The Atari version features a two player

Mario Bros, 1987 Ocean
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Double Dragon
Another double up that might surprise a
few
people,
there
were
actually
two
separate conversions of Double Dragon on
the Commodore 64. The first was widely
released by Melbourne House in 1988, and
is probably the version most people are
familiar with. Not very well received at
the time, I actually have fond memories of
this
shoddy
conversion,
playing
it
extensively with my brother back in the
day (with a simultaneous two player mode
as well as the fact that the players could
actually beat each other up as well) and
quite enjoying it! Featuring a Maniacs of
Noise soundtrack with the familiar title
music theme and nice, chunky (although
limited) sound effects during gameplay.
But I’m not going to talk it up too much,
with
the
game
plagued
by
graphical
glitches and bugs. The backgrounds aren’t
too bad, but the sprites aren’t joined
together making the fighters look like
they
have
been
cut
in
half.
Quite
hilarious really, but only if you didn’t
pay for the game. Bad collision detection,
terrible animation, this conversion had it
all! Really, these types of games were a
dime a dozen back in the late 80’s and
they never really converted all that well,
except for maybe a few examples (Turtles
Arcade to name but one).
The Ocean game took many people by
surprise when a dump of the original
cartridge first appeared on the internet.
Receiving a very limited release in the
early 90’s, it is rumoured that the game
only appeared at a gaming expo or as some
kind of mail order only item, or maybe a
few prototypes just managed to make it
out. It is entirely possible that there
are only a few copies out there in the
wild. Presumably developed to support the
cartridge only C64GS, Ocean obviously had
a rethink with poor sales of the console
and most likely the previous games that
they had released on cartridge. Things
start off much better, with the highly
polished Ocean presentation we came to
expect in the 90’s and a rather extensive
credits list for a C64 game. Additions
include a choice of music or sound effects
during gameplay and cut scenes, but sadly
the two player mode is absent, which would
have been quite the turn off for some

rather competitive siblings. The gameplay
itself feels very similar to the Melbourne
House version, with a kick, punch and
jump. The graphics are much better, with
attractive
(although
poorly
animated)
sprites that have a few variations and
solid backgrounds, except a few graphical
glitches are also present including at
times the familiar ‘cut in half’ effect.
There doesn’t appear to be any variation
in the sound effects, with a single effect
when a punch or kick connects although the
music is perfectly acceptable.
So, which is better? The Ocean version is
definitely more polished and is easily the
bet te r
ef fo rt,
b ut
m iss in g
th e
simultaneous two player mode in a game of
this genre is unforgivable. The gameplay
on both is very similar, and equally as
boring. So, despite the horrible bugs and
ropey graphics, I’m going to be a bit
controversial here and award the points to
Melbourne House’s game. So there!

WINNER:
House)

Double

Dragon

(Melbourne

Congo Bongo

Double Dragon, 1988 Melbourne House

Double Dragon, 1992 Ocean
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Game Review

Game: Jim Slim
Publisher: Protovision
Developer: Argus Designs
Release Date: 2011
Available: Protovision (disk, digital download)
It’s a bit like: Fred’s Back, Cloud Kingdom
Score: 9/10
The limited boxed edition
of Jim Slim. It’s very nice
and will look great on your
shelf!

“Jim Slim's
movement is
effectively tile
based. Jim rolls
into the next
"tile" in defined
movements and
this takes some
getting used to.”

Musician Greg Gallefoss
released his Jim Slim music to
the scene in ‘Jim Slim - The
Music Demo’. We highly
recommend you check it out.
http://csdb.dk/release/?id=101598

Balls. We’ve all got them, and we seem to play with
them a lot on the Commodore 64 too. We’ve had Bounder,
Wizball, Head the Ball, Cloud Kingdom. I’m pretty sure
Microprose Soccer had a ball in it. Now, Jim Slim makes
his entry into that coveted category of C64 games,
with, you guessed it, balls. And this ball has an
attitude to match. Let’s go play!

Game Overview
Jim Slim is a 15 world, 45
level “jump n roll” which has
you
navigating
various
unexplored worlds in order to
rescue
the
beautiful
(and
slightly inappropriately named)
Candy
and
bring
back
the
treasured magic skull.
Along
the
way,
you
will
encounter demons, monsters and
other nasty henchmen of the
evil Gothur, who are all hell
bent on stopping you reaching
your goal. Throughout the land
you will be able to find hidden
coins, keys and other treasures
to help you along your way.
Once you reach Gothur’s castle,
his evil servants and then
Gothur
himself
must
be
destroyed before you can rescue
the lovely Candy and retrieve
the treasure.
The
game
itself
features
various tubes and teleporters
to help you get to where you
want to go much quicker, and in
style!
Jim ’s
mo ve me nt
is
unconventional in that it is

effectively tile based and not
free flowing as is the case
with most other platform games.
Jim can move in only four
directions
and
jumps
are
performed
by
pressing
the
joystick directly up, and then
in the direction you want to go
in.
The
game
features
a
full
introduction and end sequence
beginning and concluding the
story,
lush
worlds
and
colourful scrolling graphics,
many
varied
enemies
and
locations, and a soundtrack by
renowned
SID
musician
and
programmer Glenn Gallefoss.
Jim Slim is available from the
Protovision Shop as a limited
boxed edition (3.5 and 5.25
inch
floppy
versions),
and
digital download. The game is
PAL only. We recommend you
download and play the two level
preview of Jim Slim before
purchasing, due to the game
using a scrolling routine that
causes some C64’s to crash
(emulators
should
be
fine
though).
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Vinny - 9/10
Okay – so I hold my hands up and admit to
never buying a game from Protovision. I’ve
purchased a joystick and leads, but never
a piece of software. I did toy with the
idea
of
buying
an
original
of
The
Adventures of Jim Slim in Dragonland, but
for some reason I just never got round to
it… and what a fool I was!

few minutes I’d conquered the first level.
Only another 44 to go. Gulp!
All in all a very enjoyable platform game
that’s atmospheric, polished, and fun to
play. It’ll keep you going for days! Oh –
and it has a very cute game ending.

Right from the opening this game exudes
excellence.
It’s obvious that these guys
are really proud of their work and want to
ensure that the quality shines through
from beginning to end. Even the opening
Protovision logo lets you know that you
have a quality product in your hand.
But hold on a sec… it’s multiload! I
always have a pre-set frown when I read
the words, multiload, but on this occasion
Jim Slim is a disk game and so the loading
isn’t really any bother – especially if
you play it via an emulator and pump up
the emulation speed.
Once loaded, the title screen is very
polished,
and
offers
items
such
as
sta rt ing
th e
ga m e,
v iew in g
th e
instructions, seeing the highscore table,
SFX/music select options, password entry,
and the credits. All very neatly presented
and accompanied by a suitable SID tune by
Glenn Gallefoss.

Ant - 9/10
Modern C64 games, forged upon the anvil of
years of collective experience, can push
the old breadbox into amazing realms of
unsurpassed beauty.
Jim
Slim,
a
platform/puzzle/shooter,
certainly holds true to this claim -- it
looks and sounds exquisite -- but is it a
flawless work of art?
First impressions are highly favourable as
you're greeted with a wonderful hi-res
title screen that tells the tale of poor
Jim, the fate of his world and that of his
dearest love (plots having not progressed
very far in the last 30 years).

Upon starting the game, I realised that I
would need a bit of patience because it’s
not a game that you can simply whiz around
collecting items and then heading straight
for the exit. Oh no – this game needed
some effort and skill, and so it took some
time to get used to – which was actually
fun. I mastered the jumping, which at
first appeared annoying, and then within a

Jim himself is a charming, determined,
rolly-ball (just try pressing Fire while
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unarmed). The bad guys (Blizzies) and
backgrounds
all
have
a
wonderful,
menacingly cute air about them.
The graphical quality is simply lovely and
is perfectly complemented by the music
which is fantastic, rich and varied with
lively tunes to suit each world.
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The control system also meant I often
collided with the Blizzies and their
firepower, particularly in tight spots or
mid-jump.
Fortunately, despite some core issues, Jim
Slim still remains addictive which says a
lot for the amount of polish on this game.
Solving a screen is often a trial and
error process so you will lose lives
trying to determine the route to escape
(likewise if you want to collect all of
the
possible
bonuses).
Some
screens
provide pickups that allow you to launch a
volley of missiles and the Blizzies, which
is surprisingly satisfying. Watch that
weapon timer, though!

So ... flawless, then? Ah, now on to the
gameplay ...
First, let's get this straight. Jim Slim
definitely has that mystical quality that
I often harp on about -- it compels me to
go back for just one more go, despite some
niggling issues.
Jim Slim's movement is effectively tile
based. Jim rolls into the next "tile" in
defined movements and this takes some
getting used to.
Unfortunately,
even
after
considerable
practice, sometimes death was caused by
battling with the controls as I tried to
get Jim to roll where I thought he should
be able to. Moving when I didn't want him
to (or not moving when I thought he would)
was very frustrating and I'm glad my kids
weren't listening to me during those
particular moments.

I
particularly
liked
the
delicious
evilness
to
some
of
the
item
placements ... teasing you to leap (roll?)
to your doom for an extra life or a
healthy score boost as the counter ticks
down.
The game itself can get very difficult
very quickly, but there's a great password
feature that eases the sting.
As
you
progress,
trampolines,
moving
platforms,
teleporters
and
tubes
are
introduced adding new twists to the screen
navigation as you try to find the right
sequence of pickups to reach the exit.
All of this variety, along with the
stunning music and graphics, ensures that
Jim Slim will keep you rolling happily for
a long time to come.

The Evil Gothur. The awful flowing brown
robe hides his skinny little chicken legs.
Screenshots supplied by
http://www.protovision-online.com/
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The Mighty Brain
Game: Flappy Bird
Developer: SOS
Release Date: February 2014
Available: http://sos.gd/flappy64/
It’s a bit like: Canabalt, Spike C64 Dislike
SCORE: Any negative integer will suffice.

The ability of your primitive,
jelly-like species to create
forms of entertainment as
intricate and involved as that
of a race 10,00,00 years
more evolved astounds me.
Wait...you don't and it
doesn't.

“Flappy Bird is
a port of the
original,
released for the
archaic and
unwieldy piece
of equipment you
meat-bags call
'Mobile Phone.”

“Rejoice at the sight of my
cerebral majesty and cower
in
the
shadow
of
my
undeniably
knowledgeable
super-form,
for
it
is
I...THE MIGHTY BRAIN!”
Once again I bless you with
my
presence
upon
this
sphere of slurry you so
affectionately
call
“Earth”, for I have been
called upon to cast my
unequivocal judgement over
a
game
entitled
'Flappy
Bird'.
What
ever
else
should I expect from your
race? Nothing.
'Flappy Bird' is a port of
the original, released for
the archaic and unwieldy
piece
of
equipment
you
meatbags
call
'Mobile
Phone'. (Such disgustingly
antiquated technology was
discarded by the race of
Mighty Brains in the 2nd
epoch,
along
with
extraneous limbs. It was
replaced
with
'Being
amazing at everything'. It
requires humans to tap at a
key
with
a
repellent
appendage of their choice.
I recommend one of your
foul fingers.

It strikes me that some
may
find
this
game
a
challenge. I was able to
finish it on my first go.
In fact, I looped it.
After loop number 14,033,
I got bored and continued
with my studies of finer
examples of this crude
entertainment form. Such
as 'Dr Kawashima's Brain
Training'. (One of our
more subtle attempts at
gi ft in g
h um an s
wit h
enlightenment. The other
being 'Commodore 64' of
course).
My time here is thankfully
coming to an end, so some
words about the game are
necessary
I
feel.
The
graphics are in the spirit
of the original, colourful
and simplistic. Anything
else would spoil it. The
gameplay, whilst proving
whimsical
to
a
multi
galaxy
spanning
entity
such as myself, may cause
the average human cortex
to involuntarily collapse
upon itself. The sound? It
is there.
Until next time, repugnant
protoplasm
TMB

I imagine this picture
makes many of you feel
weak. I would pity you if it
didn't do the same to me.
Ugh.
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Oldie Review
Game: Buggy Boy
Publisher: Elite Systems
Release Year: 1987
GB64 Link: http://www.gb64.com/game.php?id=1165&d=18&h=0
It’s a bit like: Super Off Road Racer/Powerdrift
SCORE: 10/10

The Commodore 64 version
of Buggy Boy. POLYGAMe
thinks that it’s pretty good.
We'd have to agree.

“Buggy Boy is the
perfect example of
why games don't have
to be state of the
art technical
achievements to be
good.”

For a long time now, Buggy Boy
has been one of my favourite
racers, and not just on the
C64. Therefore, I felt the
need to do a review of this
utter gem.
Buggy
Boy,
if
you're
not
familiar, takes place across
five varying race tracks. The
first is a basic circuit, the
rest
are
point
to
point
affairs.
The aim of the game is to
reach the goal within the
allotted
timeframe.
Sounds
simple, right? Well, yes and
no.
The first track (Offroad) is
easy enough to complete but
the following point to point
stages get progressively more
difficult.
Buggy
Boy
is
certainly no walk in the park!
Perhaps
Buggy
Boy's
main
attraction is its simplicity.
Each
track
is
split
into
several lanes and said lanes
are dotted with obstacles such
as gates and trees that need
to be circumnavigated in order
to avoid losing precious time.
Along the way, you'll pick up
coloured
flags
and
drive
through gates, adding to your
score.
From
time
to
time
you'll also find time gates,
which, as the name suggests,
add time to your counter.
These gates are often placed
in some tricky positions, so a
good memory can come in handy!

against, though there are the
odd idiot drivers who fail to
stop for walls or rivers and
are there for nothing more
than an added obstacle or two
and perhaps a chortle at
their unfortunate demise.
On
top
of
the
various
obstructions
are
features
such as jumps and even soccer
balls to punt off into the
distance.
Graphically, Buggy Boy is no
Turbo Outrun. The car sprite
is tiny and the obstacles are
blockier
than
Duplo,
yet
everything runs smoothly and,
despite
being
technically
unimpressive, is truly joyous
to look at. It has a strange
kind of charm
that
just
wasn't captured in any of the
other, much more advanced
versions, such as the Amiga
iteration.
Simi lar ly,
so und
isn 't
exactly state of the art,
though the musical ditties
that result from gathering
flags and driving through
gates have a similar charming
quality to the graphics. The
engine
note
is
suitably
beefy, too.
All in all, Buggy Boy is the
perfect example of why games
don't have to be state of the
art technical achievements to
be good. What they need to be
is fun and fun is something
that Buggy Boy is positively
overflowing with.

Control-wise,
as
with
many
racers of the era, the car
features a “manual” gearbox
that has high and low ratios.
The
rest
is
pretty
straightforward, gas, brake,
steer... not rocket science!

If
a
game
can
hold
my
attention for three decades,
it has to be pretty darned
good,.
Pure,
simple,
addictive
8-bit
driving

There are no AI cars to race

POLYGAMe

perfection.
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Games That Weren’t
By Frank Gasking
Game: Fuzzball, 1992 System 3
Code: Miles Barry
Graphics: Robin Levy, Jed Adams
Sound: Jeroen Tel
GTW Link: http://www.gamesthatwerent.com/gtw64/fuzzball/

Fuzzball box art, as seen on
the Amiga release.

“With a bit of a gap
since the release of
the excellent
Turbocharge, System
3 still felt that
the C64 had life in
it - and were
working on two more
titles.”

Fuzzballs, might look all cute
and cuddly, but they breed
like rabbits!

1992 was an odd time to be a C64
supporter, especially in the UK.
The 16-bit consoles were really
starting to dominate now, and
the shelves were gradually being
taken over by them. Reading the
magazines of the time as a child
did
little
to
suggest
that
things were going to end, with
the budget games being given
more priority, but games were
still appearing steadily from
the likes of Ocean, and also
System 3.
With a bit of a gap since the
release
of
the
excellent
Turbocharge, System 3 still felt
that the C64 had life in it and were working on two more
titles.
These two titles were
known as Silly Putty, and the
platforming curiosity Fuzzball.
Fuzzball
had
already
been
released on the Amiga back in
January 1992 and had received
pretty good grades all round even though it was considered to
be
rock
hard
and
very
unforgiving.
The game had you controlling a
young wizard who accidentally
created
a
whole
range
of
malicious lumps of fur in every
corner of a large castle from a
spell that had gone badly wrong.
As well as this, you had turned
yourself into a fur-ball at the
same
time ,
a nd
in
th ese
desperate times you had to cover

all 50 rooms of the castle,
clearing up all the furencrusted blighters that had
been set loose. The game has
a
scrolling
Bubble
Bobble
feel to it, though it isn't
quite as fast paced - with
your main character actually
feeling like a heavy gloopy
blob
as
you
jump
from
platform to platform.

You must shoot each enemy
several times for it to be
turned into a smaller and
less harmful blob to then
collect. If you don't collect
it quick enough, then it will
regenerate
back
into
a
fiercer opponent - who then
requires more blasts to kill
again and moves much faster.
Doing this several times can
almost result in a
level
being
too
difficult
to
complete
without
losing
a
life.
Fuzzball at the time was
given it's biggest spotlight
on the C64 thanks to issue 24
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of Commodore Format, which had the game
adorning its cover thanks to the wonderful
artwork of Mike Roberts. Zzap! had also
previewed the game briefly, but Commodore
Format featured a two-page preview of the
game and had a two-level preview adorning
its covertape - featuring interestingly
level 1 and level 16. No doubt the level
gap difference was to demonstrate some of
the later variety in the game.
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the coder on this for a while and I
remember making a start on the graphics;
however, my heart wasn’t really in it so
Jed was called in and redid my graphics as
well as finishing the rest of the game’s
visuals, a duty I was all too happy to
relinquish and he did a top job." Robin
recalls.
Jed Adams was relatively unknown at the
time, being involved in an abandoned
Lemmings conversion and a Topsy Turvey
conversion for Microvalue that didn't get
anywhere. But Jed certainly took to the
job extremely well and a neat looking
conversion was taking shape.

The Commodore Format preview was hacked to revel
some unused sprites and remnants of other levels.

Commodore Format #24 featured Fuzzball on the
cover, and a nice two level preview on the cover tape.
The first thing that strikes you in the
demo is the vibrant colour and animations,
as well as some very slick music and sound
effects from Jeroen Tel (including a very
satisfying squelch sound as you jumped).
In addition to this, the game was just as
difficult
as
the
Amiga
original
and
overall was faithful in terms of a
conversion (apart from the smaller play
area).
It was thought that the vibrant colours
were the result of Robin Levy, but not so…
"Fuzzball was an odd one… Miles Barry was

Miles Barry was not a household name
either on the C64, but had a reputation
for reasons not really to brag about having been part of several games that had
never seen the light of day. This included
two titles previously at Digital Magic Escape From Colditz and Little Beau.
Things were surely about to change now
with Fuzzball - was this Miles' chance?
Unfortunately not - cue the spanner in the
works…
Whilst Fuzzball was now requiring
a few more levels and tidy ups, Miles had
been concurrently working on Football
Manager 3 for Prism software - but things
were going slow. Too slow for Prism, as
they threatened Miles with legal action if
he didn't complete the game for them to
release. Miles had no choice but to park
work on Fuzzball and finish Football
Manager 3. It was to become the one and
only game that Miles did see properly
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released on the C64.

and decided to bid the machine fair-well.

With Fuzzball now in development limbo,
Jed Adams stepped up to complete the
project.
Luckily
the
game
was
being
developed on System 3's PDS system at the
time, and doubly lucky was the fact that
Jed was a coder as well as a graphic
artist. Unwittingly, no-one outside knew
at the time what was going on - everyone
who had played the demo were now watching
the Early Warning Scanner in Commodore
Format with anticipation to see the game
released. Months passed, and it was almost
like Fuzzball was moving backwards on the
scanner - until it disappeared entirely!
And no more was said about the game, apart
from the odd child writing into Commodore
Format and asking where the game was.

It wasn't known how far Fuzzball was away
from completion at the time, though its
believed the game was actually completed
by Jed and was just in a final bug testing
phase. Unfortunately it wasn't considered
to sell it to US Gold to put out on their
Kixx label, probably as US Gold didn't
know anything about it. Had Miles not been
taken off the project, we could well have
seen Fuzzball released as a final farewell
title - but instead C64 users were now
left asking what happened to the game for
many years to come.

Commodore Format and Zzap! both published
screenshots of unseen levels, indicating a much more
complete game is in existence.
Understandably, it had taken Jed a bit of
time to get up to speed with the code
base. By the time of the Commodore Format
demo (which Jed had compiled himself), the
game
was
about
a
month
away
from
completion. However, the game was already
very late now by this point and just a
month after the Commodore Format write up,
System 3 had a change of heart. It was
1993 now, and things were noticeably
different - even for us kids, who were the
last generation on the C64, could see that
our monthly game releases were starting to
only consist of budget titles. Some shops
had even got rid of their 8-bit computer
stock. System 3 saw it and felt it too,

Miles Barry seemingly disappeared off the
face of the earth, but investigations
eventually tracked him down in the mid
2000's and Miles revealed that he no
longer had anything of the game. Even a
rescue mission on Miles' own development
system drew a blank. Everything that Miles
did on Fuzzball was left on the PDS system
at System 3. Jed gave the same response
too, with all his work confirmed to have
been left on the PDS system and nothing
taken away with him once the project
ended. The last hope of seeing the game
was now firmly with System 3.
Numerous attempts were made over the years
to find out if System 3 still had anything
of the game today, but the answers were
non-existent. In 2013, one long lost
System 3 game did surface in the shape of
Putty Squad on the Amiga, with the help of
System 3 themselves. This demonstrated
that
System
3
haven't
just
thrown
everything away from the old days and it
was entirely feasible that Fuzzball could
still exist on a hard disk somewhere, just
waiting to be resurrected like Putty
Squad.
Attempts to confirm this and see
if a Putty Squad style rescue mission
could be made is now to be explored once
again - but with no benefit to System 3
for the game to be saved in comparison to
Putty Squad's case (which had commercial
benefits), the future looks bleak.
But this isn't quite the end of the story
by
any
means!
The
investigations
on
Fuzzball over the years have led to some
very
interesting
developments
and
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discoveries. Firstly it was discovered
that the Commodore Format demo included
pointers for up to 16 levels (sadly no map
data though), as well as remains of
sprites that were intended for those
levels. All clues that could show how the
game was roughly structured. Jeroen Tel
had also done a set of additional tunes
for the game, including an unheard title,
high score and level 2 tune. Luckily
Jeroen had all of these still, and passed
them onto GTW64 to release. It was the
above findings that combined to uncovere
something even more exciting…
C64 Scener, Mikael Backlund had heard
rumours that GTW64 had recovered the
additional tunes from Jeroen back in late
2012. Mikael revealed that himself and
Jani Tahvanainen had spent the previous 10
years
taking
the
Fuzzball
preview
completely apart and trying to reconstruct
it. The work had resulted in them being
able to unravel the code and re-construct
Level 2. With Jeroen's level 2 music, this
was the perfect opportunity to show the
world what they had been doing and what
could be possible. Jeroen's music sources
had also revealed to the developers how
the sfx and music needed to be fitted into
the game. So on the Christmas of 2012 - a
level 2 preview was released to much
surprise.
It is still very much early days, but
there are two streams of hope now for
Fuzzball to be completely saved. System 3
may yet still have the game, and their
Putty Squad efforts suggest that they
could be open to seeing the C64 title
resurrected in a similar way. But the more
likely
route,
is
via
the
new
reconstruction work by Mikael and Jani but it could take a long time what with
being a hobby development. Either way, the
hope is very much there that the light
blue fuzzy blob will some day make its
debut on the C64 stage.
Frank Gasking - GTW64
Visit Games That Weren’t 64 for
information on many more lost and
unreleased Commodore 64 games.
http://www.gamesthatwerent.com/gtw64/
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The Day The Universe Died
By Plume
I seem to have this horrible habit of
waking up every morning in Real-Life™
(see last issues article), and it seems
there are things called 'hours' during a
'day' when 'people' are expected to do
'things'. This day, I decided to let the
“Random” button in Gamebase64 take my
wonderfully toned hand in it's own, and
lead me through the magnificent meadow of
games contained within its beautiful
binary orchard. Or present me something
with cocks in it...

such an
arrow.”

Who Killed Cock Robin

“I meant the game Sir. The game has
loaded.”
Jeffreys'
head
lowers
noticeably,
possibly
with
the
extra
weight of the detectives 'stupid' which
has just entered it. He presses the space
bar.

(1984 Commodore Business Machines Inc.)
Of course.

Detective Inspector Chauncy Blast-Furnace
slowly paces around a monitor, the soft
glow of
the
on-screen loading
bars
dancing across his face in the sparsely
lit drawing room. He stops suddenly and
spins on his heel to face his trusted
friend and associate, Jeffreys.

“BY JOVE, JEFFREYS! What do we have here?
Another
mystery to trouble
us,
the
greatest detective minds ever to have
graced our fair isle? A murder! And with

archaic

method.

The

bow...and

Detective Inspector Chauncy Blast-Furnace
taps the side of his pipe against the
table
as
he
continues
to
point
dramatically at the title screen before
them. For an uncomfortably long time.
“It's loaded inspector” sighs Jeffreys
wearily, reaching for the space bar
across the detective.
“Don't be such an idiotic boob Jeffreys,
It's a bow and arrow man, not a gun!”

“THE GAME! THE GAME IS AFOOT! That's the
spirit Jeffreys...Now, what do we have
here?”
Inspector
Blast-Furnace
peers
inquisitively at the screen, pushing his
glasses back on his nose.
“Of course Sir. Who would you like to
pick? Fox, Cat or Rat?” Jeffreys' fingers
hover over the keys as he awaits the
Inspectors next ridiculous mouth speak.

“But
Jeffreys,
already? Sparrow

have
you
forgotten
was the perpetrator.
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Sparrow, with the bow and arrow. I feel
it in my marrow. That's in the middle of
bones Jeffreys. Did you know that bones
have...”

becoming immeasurably entangled in the
wires protruding from the Commodore 64
and the various peripherals connected to
it. Still searching for his sandwich.

Jeffreys quickly interjects “OK! Cat it
is. Now, where did it happen Sir?
Farmyard, Churchyard or Hills?”

The last thing he would remember was to
be the searing pain of a European power
supply crashing down upon the back of
his head. Jeffreys had decided he had
had enough of his idiotic partner.

Detective Inspector Blast-Furnace taps
his pipe thoughtfully against the side
of Jeffreys' head as he uses his
powerful processes of deduction to
whittle down the dastardly variables
before him, His mind a blur of images,
sound and reason. His synapses alive
with the majesty of the hunt.
“Farms Jeffreys. Farms are nice aren’t
they? Lots of chickens. I like chickens.
Such tiny beaks.” The Inspector was
staring dreamily into a nearby lamp.
Probably thinking of chickens.

Jeffreys picked up the phone
tucked into the cheese and
sandwich in his bloodied hand.

as he
pickle

“Hello? Is that the police? Yes, I'd
like to report a murder please...” He
said between mouthfuls of food.
“...Actually, I'd like to report two...”

The Verdict:
“I'm not sure I'm even listening to you
now Sir if I'm perfectly honest.
Now...what time shall I pick...9 O'clock
I think...”
“Ah Yes! 9 O'clock my faithful friend.
Sounds about right I'd say. Now, where
did I put my sandwich? Jeffreys, would
you stop playing games and help me find
my sandwich? Be a sport eh?”
Detective Inspector Blast-Furnaces'
voice was muffled as he was now on all
fours under the table, gradually

Well it's quite a sweet little game with
absolutely nothing to it. Each
playthrough consists of 6 key presses
and you begin again. It's just a simple
little exercise in elimination designed
to be played by children, and it's meant
to be nothing more than that. I really
enjoyed it!
Visit Plume’s Blog,
The Day The Universe Died
http://tdtud.blogspot.co.uk/
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Format Wars!
By Last Chance

Game: The Vikings (Kele Line, 1986)
Written for the Amstrad CPC by Martin Pedersen.
Written for the Commodore 64 by Søren Grønbech.
Graphics by Torben Bakager.
64 full screen picture by Joost Honig.
C64 hi-res scroll-routine by Thomas Larsen.
In-game sounds by Ben Daglish of WE M.U.S.I.C.
C64 loading tune by Johannes Bjerregaard.
INTRODUCTION & GAME STATUS

“The game plays
almost
identically to
the previously
mentioned Rambo,
but has some
more elements to
it, and plays in
one long
sequence”

Amstrad CPC Vs Commodore
64. Fair fight? Who cares!

There aren't all that many games
that can be found only on two
machines
(for
making
shorter
comparison articles), so I had
to take on a bit of a rarity
this time. The origins of Kele
Line's The Vikings are rather
unknown.
Although
various
sources seem to think the C64
version was released in 1987,
and the Amstrad version in 1986,
both the games have 1986 as the
year of copyright, and the clear
date of release in each case is
unclear.
The game
was
never
released on the Spectrum for
whatever reason, although it was
to be released through Status
Software
somewhere
along
the
line with the Amstrad version,
after
the
C64
version
had
already been released.
At the time of release, The
Vikings wasn't all that well
received, because it was thought
of as an outdated copy of Rambo:
First
Blood
Part
II,
and
truthfully, it isn't all too
well thought of even currently,
but the time has been kinder
towards this game
than many
other games of the genre of the
time. At Lemon64, The Vikings
has been rated 6.9 with 20
votes, and at CPC Game Reviews,
it has received a meagre 5 out
of 10. So, by the looks of it,
this should work quite nicely

for another comparison for a
primarily C64-based readership.

DESCRIPTION & REVIEW
T he
V iki ngs
is
a
m ult i directional
shoot'em-up
adventure, in which you need to
get from one island to another,
kill hordes of enemy Vikings and
finally, plunder the castle on
the northern Death Island while
taking
care
of
more
lethal
opponents. The game plays almost
identically to the previously
mentioned Rambo, but has some
more elements to it, and plays in
one long sequence, which is only
separated by a boat ride from one
island to another. What makes
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this game so different
elements of adventure,
this a more Gauntletian
slightly Zeldaish. And
slightly.

from Rambo are the
which in turn give
feel - if not even
I do mean, ever so

First, you need to find a spear and a shield,
so you can fight off the enemies. Then, you
need to build a boat, parts of which can be
found inside huts, which you need to burn in
order to get your hands on the said parts. Of
course, for this, you will need a torch. As
you make your way to the second island, you
will need to collect some gold pieces or
treasure chests, depending on the version,
and get through a maze and I know not what
else, but apparently your final destination
is some sort of a room inside the castle. You
can watch a (cheated) walkthrough of the C64
version here, if you want to - http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxM1xszAUFA

So, what can I possibly say that hasn't
already been said about this game plenty of
times?
I
suppose
nothing,
really.
Unfortunately, it is what it is - a bland
copy of Rambo with nice intro bits and a very
nice soundtrack. It can keep you occupied for
quite a while, and gives a bit more challenge
than you would expect at first. In fact, when
compared to Rambo, it seems practically
impossible. If you enjoy games of this genre,
it's a good alternative, and perhaps for the
sake of the soundtrack alone, should be given
some more publicity.

LOADING
Although
games
for
machines
like
C64,
Spectrum and Amstrad seemed to be available
in at least two different formats by default
- tape and floppy discs, our loading times
comparisons will concentrate on the tape
releases, because a tape drive is what most
of us were only able to afford back in the
80's. Of course, this serves no purpose in
reality, particularly now with emulation and
so many new methods of loading games, but
back then, loading times had some credit in
the
consideration
process
of
buying
a
computer. There have been more purposeful
loading times comparisons in the short
history of my blog, but this one is here
primarily for the sake of keeping up the
tradition - or what's left of it, at least.

 C64 tape: 5 minutes 16 seconds
 CPC tape: 7 minutes 43 seconds
The really notable differences between the
two tape versions are the loading pauses and
the separate intro bit on the C64, which you
will need to manually get through by pressing
the Space bar every now and then, which the
Amstrad version lacks completely. It makes up
for the missing mid-loader intro by taking
more time to load up, though.

PLAYABILITY

Commodore 64 (top) and Amstrad (below) ‘The Vikings’
title screen.

I think it has been said enough already, that
this game plays basically like Rambo, with
the addition of having to collect things to
build a boat etc. Well, to be fair, this game
at least starts off without any weapons, so
you will need to find a throwable sword
first, making it instantly more difficult in
comparison. The only other weapon you will
find is a spear, which, unlike the sword, can
kill many enemies in a single throw.
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Differences in the gameplay elements of the
two versions are few, but all of them are of
great importance. In the C64 version, shields
are scattered around the first island, which
will help you to survive longer. They are not
present in the Amstrad version, which makes
your
need
for
zig-zagging
around
more
important. Then again, the Amstrad version
gives you shield behind bushes and rocks,
which the C64 version doesn't.
Burning down the huts is done in the exact
same way in both versions. First, you need to
have a torch, obviously. In order to burn
down a hut, you need to first stand in an
exact spot in front (below) the hut, which is
exactly in front of the door - just slightly
to the left of centre, facing the doorway.
Then, push the fire button first, and then
move downwards while keeping the fire button
down. It's a bit tricky, but that's how it
works. When you manage to make it burn, each
version
handles
the
burning
period
differently. On the Amstrad, while the hut
gradually disappears, enemies move around and
shoot on like they normally do, and you can
shoot downwards, and before you can move from
the spot, you will not take any damage, which
is nice. On the C64, the hut will just burst
into flames, and for the duration of a brief
burning animation, nothing else moves, which
is better, because you can think your next
moves with more care.

play in comparison, because you always have a
clear view of what's going on and the game
scrolls quickly and smoothly. It still is
very difficult, but at least you have a
better chance of survival, particularly when
you have the occasional help from the shields
that last for a limited time. Also, the
Amstrad version has a really irritating bug,
which can make holes in the huts from yours
and enemy spears in such a way that you
cannot burn them anymore, unless you wander
off the area for a bit and come back. Of
course, this will most likely kill you at
least once while you're at it. I'm not sure
if anyone has made a bugfix for it, but that
is how the original version plays, at least.
So, I think the results for this section are
quite clear.

C64 - 1, CPC - 0

The next clear gameplay difference comes
along when you have finished collecting the
pieces for your boat and set off for the
second island. On the C64, you can navigate
the boat by yourself, while the Amstrad
version automatically takes you where you
need to go. While this has very little
meaning in the whole, it still feels like the
game mocks at you, as if you are thought of
not being able to handle the boating bit
yourself.
I haven't been able to get much farther than
opening the stone gate to gain access to the
second island, since most of my lives have
been taken by the time I get to the boating
sequence, but as far as I can tell, it's
basically all the same stuff from there on
with slightly different graphics.
As for the playability itself…
well, the
biggest problem with the Amstrad version is
the horrible scrolling, which is characterbased, and everything moves choppily, making
it hard to dodge the enemy spears. On the
C64, dodging the spears feels like child's

Commodore 64 in-game (top), Amstrad in-game
(bottom)
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GRAPHICS
Although the screenshots might speak for
themselves, once you consider all that has
been said in the previous section, let's take
a quick run-through of everything necessary.

Commodore 64
loading picture.

First
of
all,
the
intro
and
title
screens. On the C64,
you get a full credit
sequence
before
the
actual main program is
loaded. This sequence
features
text
in
a
fancy font, along with
two pictures: a full
screen
picture
by

Commodore 64 full screen intro picture by Joost Honig.

Amstrad
loading picture.

Joost Honig, modelled
from
the
cover
art
(blocky and ugly, but
full screen!) and a
much more traditional
loading screen type of
a
picture,
which
unfortunately
doesn't
hang around for the
rest of the loading.

The Amstrad only has a similar loading screen
shown while it loads up, but it has no
background, only the Viking at the front, and
although he looks a bit different, at least
it's clearly more hi-res graphics. After the
game has loaded in, the Amstrad version only
gives you a very basic menu screen with the
control options and the game title that looks
like it was made by an 8-year old on a C64
with PRINT commands. Okay, the whole logo-and
-text bit have been animated to scroll
colours, but with the constantly orange

background that will continue throughout the
game.
All of this makes the C64 version look almost
like a completely different game, at least up
to this point, since you get a properly
pixelled title logo, a scroller text at the
bottom and a funny (albeit a ragingly
childish one) animation bit in the middle of
the screen, the storyline of which I will not
spoil here too much. In addition to all that,
after the animation has finished, you get a
detailed visual description of all the
elements in the game, which you will need to
concentrate on, with a text scroller and a
map of the two islands, and finally, after
the high scores table (with funky borders), a
very brief demonstration of the islands is
shown, as they appear in the game itself.
Funnily enough, the in-game graphics have
less material of importance to talk about.
The colour scheme on the C64 is predictably
brown, with some blue, light blue, black,
grey, red, green, turquoise, orange, yellow
and white in just the right places. Apart
from the colours, the game has been made to
look almost like an NES game with its tilebased placing of items. Although it was
pretty much the same thing in Rambo, the
ground pattern was made to look in a way it
made the other graphics look more natural in
the environment. All the animation is cheap,
but functional, and everything works well
enough because of the good scrolling.
This isn't the case with the Amstrad version.
Because the scrolling is so bad, and the
background/ground colour is orange, it only
makes the garishness of the graphics more
pronounced. At least all the Viking sprites
look more personalised than on the C64, but
everything else looks pretty much the same as
they do on the C64. There are less colours,
though - you get blue, light blue, white,
grey, black, green, red, yellow and black,
which means it's missing brown and turquoise.
And one could make an argument that the bug
where you and the enemies can shoot some
pieces of a hut off, making them unburnable
until you make your way out of the screen
with the said hut and come back where the hut
is now complete again, could be considered a
graphic bug, but I honestly have no idea
where
the
problem
is.
But
considering
everything, I think the results are quite as
clear in this section, as they were in the
previous.
C64 - 1, CPC - 0
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SOUNDS
This is by far the easiest section to compare
this time, because neither version has
anything to offer than music. The looping ingame music is made by Ben Daglish for both
versions. The C64 version not only another
tune in the mid-loader intro bit by Johannes
Bjerregaard, but also a game over tune, a
high score list tune and a couple of rarely
used sound effects and some other tune which
I can't really place where it belongs, but
it's all included in the sid-file, which you
can easily find from the internet. For the
sheer difference in the amount of tunes
alone, the C64 would win, but for the fun of
telling you why the C64 version of the ingame tune sounds better, let's have a go at
it.

the 5 out of 10 rating slightly too generous.
To be fair, it's not completely horrible,
because I managed to get on the second island
without a trainer, but it does play, look and
sound a fair bit worse than its competitor.

1. COMMODORE 64 - 3
2. AMSTRAD CPC - 0

Perhaps, for the sake of balance, I will
write something less C64-centric next time.
In fact, I already have an idea for the next
article.

The sounds used in the Amstrad version of the
Daglish tune are incredibly flat and have
very little feel of life at all. You do get
the obligatory snare drum and one variation
for it, a bass track and a melody track, but
it all feels so undramatic it almost hurts.
There is one little tricky bit in the middle
of the tune, but even that sounds a bit sad
in comparison to the C64 version, which has a
very varied and imaginative use of sound
types. There, you get your trademark arpeggio
sweeps, filter effects and nice dynamics
every now and then, so it definitely has more
to offer than the Amstrad tune, thus gets
boring less quickly. When you get into more
theoretic detail, the Amstrad tune is played
half a step above the C64 tune (G minor and
F# minor), but that really has very little
importance on the whole. The one thing that
the Amstrad version has sort of better is the
option to turn off the music, if you get
bored of it, but then you have no sounds at
all. So again, we have a very clear case
here.

C64 - 1, CPC - 0

OVERALL
For a change, writing a comparison felt more
like an ice hockey match or a similar event,
where the other team has such a clear
advantage in one way or another, that it
seemed futile to even see it through. But
there it is, a win for the C64 team, as it
was supposed to be. Actually, re-reading the
review at CPC Game Reviews now after this is
finished, I would even go so far as to call

Commodore 64 in-game (top), Amstrad in-game
(bottom)
Visit Last Chance’s Blog,
Finnish Retro Game Comparison Blog
http://frgcb.blogspot.com.au/
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The Never Say Die Machine
By Lenard Roach
Imagine a modern world where everyone still used their
Commodore 64’s for everything, from work to entertainment.
Speedscript, GEOS, BBS’s, floppy disks… That’s the world
that Lenard Roach wants to live in, and here he is to tell
us all about it. Take it away Lenard!

The SX-64. About as portable as
a Hummer!

“Did someone
find a PC
function that a
Commodore can't
do?

Give the

die-hard retrousers some time;
they will come
up with
something.”

The modern PC. I bet you can’t
name a single thing that you can
do on a PC that can’t be done on
the C64. Go on, try!

I sit at the keyboard of my
PC, adding the last touches to
a skit that will soon be sent
25 miles south of Kansas City
to my sister-in-law who does
all my editing to any material
that I put down in my word
processor.
My Commodore 128
sits in the next room, dormant
and devoid of use. Many years
ago I would be pounding the
circuits out of a Commodore
doing all the writing and
programming on it. The first
Commodore
I got,
I
wrote
several articles on for the
Commodore
Users
Group
of
Kansas City when it was still
functioning, and I also wrote
my one and only movie script
on a 64 using Speedscript 3.0
as my word processor.
Now
look at me, resigning myself
to work almost solely on a PC
just to get things done in the
writing world.
What is wrong with me?
What
is wrong with all of us former
Commodore users, who have put
our machines to the curb or
given them to charities that
are (most likely) stripping
them
of
their
copper and
tossing
the
rest
of
the
machine in the trash? We must
have
forgotten
that
we
possessed one of the most
pliable
machines
of
the
computer world.
Everything
that a PC can do, a Commodore
can
emulate,
given
time,
programming, and inventions of
new hardware.
Did someone
find a PC function that a

Commodore can't do? Give the
die-hard
retro-users
some
time; they will come up with
something. I guess one of the
consolations about using the
PC is that PC users are
tossing
away
their
old
hardware and software as new
developments
in
speed
and
storage space come into the
light of manufacture.
But let's face some facts:
Present
Commodore
die-hards
are
abandoning
the
stock
format for the faster and
bigger expanse of the Super
CPU and like attachments.
I
could
never
afford
such
attachments to my Commodore as
they came out, praying to the
almighty computer gods that
someday I will have the money
to get the
new
Commodore
expansions; they just need to
keep the expansions available
until money came in. Now it's
hard to find such units as the
Super CPU as manufacture of
the device
seems
to have
ceased; some say to lack of
interest, others say to the
unscrupulous behavior of those
who
have
taken
over
manufacture of said device –
I'm not sure where the truth
lies.
I remember back in the day
when the morning began with
hopping onto my Commodore 64
and checking the local BBS'
for messages and new Commodore
software that was available
for free download from said
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boards.
With me being of the religious
sort, a simple mention of the name of
Jesus on any sub-board would start a fire
on the net that would last for several
days before the fire would die down and
everything would settle back to normal.
After starting stink on a BBS or two, I
would play a short game, usually a type-in
game found in a magazine before I would
have to shut down the Commodore for the
day and go to work.
Sometimes I would
take my portable Commodore with me to work
and spend ten minutes of my fifteen minute
break setting it up and playing a short
game to relax before hitting the floor
again. Then, after work, I would go home
to my desktop 64 and check again on the
BBS for results of a latest firestorm I
started.
Before dinner, I would play a
manufacturer's game so I could unwind from
the eight hours of grind put on me by the
job.
In the evening, I would load up my
word processor and start to work on my
latest literary masterpiece and hope that
some newsletter or magazine would accept
what I have written.
Sometimes, I would
alternate between writing text on a word
processor and writing code in Commodore
BASIC to get ready for some sort of
Commodore club release, or, if I was
really blessed, have a national release at
some
sort
of
magazine
or
software
publication.
How
many
of
us
remember
our
first
Commodore set up? Today we're so used to
working on a PC, laptop, or smartphone
that going that far back in the mind is a
little difficult.
When I got my first
Commodore for Christmas it was a simple
C64 with the RF connector and a tape
drive. I took over the living room at our
old house with dozens of cassette tapes
and the C64 sitting on a small ledge that
our JC Penny television never used.
As
time went forward, my future ex-wife and I
got a regular computer stand and set it up
in the spare bedroom.
By this time I
acquired a 1541-II disk drive and put all
the cassette information on about five 5 ¼
inch disks, and continued to write and
program from that small room. Out of that
small room came articles and publications
that were printed and re-printed all over
the United States and Canada (and brought

a little bit
household).

of

money

into

the

Roach

I guess the question remains: What are we
going to do with our Commodores now?
Everything we used to do and more can be
done on the PC -- a whole lot more.
Why
keep a Commodore now?
To be honest,
except for nostalgia, there seems to be
little left for the Commodore.
To revisit a bygone era seems to be the best
bet, but most retro-users have gone to
downloading emulators onto their PCs so
they can have the greatness of Commodore
without the necessity of having those
large desktops sitting in the house. Most
of the time, Commodores are owned by
bachelors who have say over their homes
without having to consult the permissions
of the wife or girlfriend.
If the unit
can't get on the Internet for shopping or
chatting, then get it out of the home and
replace it with a computer that will.
A thought hit me while I was composing
this article:
Why not just use my SX 64
like I would a laptop? After all, wasn't
that what the unit was designed for? Ah
ha!
Now we are talking Commodore and
laptops; a great combination. Going to my
bedroom
closet
where
all
my
spare
Commodores sit waiting for use, I reached
into the right corner behind my ex-wife's
cocktail dress which draped off the SX 64
from the sunlight. Trying to pull it out,
the handle came off in my hands. How did
a computer that was perfectly complete
going into the closet, all of a sudden
have the handle come off just sitting in
the closet? I suspect that one or more of
my
cats
got
into
the
closet
with
screwdriver in paws and unfastened the
handle. That's the only explanation I can
think of, barring aliens checking out
Earth's computers or ghosts with a fetish
for machines.
I got the machine out of the closet and
started working on the handle, digging
deep into the closet to find the missing
screws and handle lockdowns. Funny as it
was, the handle lockdowns no longer seemed
to want to fit back onto the SX 64, so I
left them off and let the handle free
float.
It will still be good for what I
want it to do, which is hold the SX 64
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while I carried it around.
Sadly, the
built in 1541 disk drive on my particular
SX 64 doesn't work well, so I have to
install a secondary back up drive to use
the computer. Reaching around to the left
side of my closet, I grabbed the back pack
that contains the needed drive and some
cords.
To my surprise, when I opened my
back pack of hardware, I had neither 1541
drive or any power or bus cords. This is
a disappointment.
Without power cords or
drive, I cannot activate the SX 64 and
start using it as a laptop.
So much for
that idea.
I will have to crawl back to
the PC computer and scan the Internet for
power cords, bus cables, and a 1541 disk
drive. The science seemed sound, but the
mechanics seemed to be absent.
That's one good thing I can see right off
about still using a Commodore in the
modern world: Parts are plentiful and in
big
supply,
keeping
costs
way
down.
Apparently in the late 80s and early 90s,
people all over the nation bought a
Commodore and used it faithfully, so when
these individuals switched up to faster
and more complicated PCs, they left plenty
of Commodore parts around for us to use.
For me to get the 1541 drive and necessary
power cords I need, I can avoid the
Internet
search
and
check
with
my
Commodore computer users group and access
their collection of donated machines to
find the necessary equipment. For a small
shipping fee, I can have the parts shipped
to my Kansas City address and add them to
my hurting unit.
Still on the subject of good things, let
us remember how easy a Commodore is to use
and work with.
As a programmer in
Commodore BASIC, I can tell you that the
only thing really hard about using BASIC
is understanding the algebraic formulas
and how they must be listed in a program
before
the
Commodore
will
properly
understand what it is you want to do. As
my Commodore teacher used to tell me,
“Garbage in; garbage out.”
This means
that you can tell the computer to do
anything you want it to do in the realms
of digital understanding, but if that
information doesn't mesh with what's on
your computer template, then you'll have a

mess on your
these hiccups
you can make
and move on to

hands.
Still, even with
in working on a Commodore,
quick repairs to your work
your next subroutine.

So what's wrong with the Commodore users
of today, with digital devices becoming
more complicated and smaller in size?
Just by looking in the bathroom mirror
every morning I think I found the answer.
It is me.
It is all of us who allow
computer bullies to push us around and
make us do such things on a PC when it can
be done well on a Commodore.
I've tried
using an emulator while writing skits and
plays on a Commodore only to find out the
information I've written became corrupt
and now over fifty percent of the files
have
been
destroyed.
So
much
for
emulators.
Also, some of the emulators
that use a program transfer to allow
information
to
be
swapped
between
Commodores and PCs have become so outdated
that modern PCs will no longer recognize
the transfer program's protocol.
This
causes the users of emulators to have to
keep older PC hardware around to make
those transfers between Commodore and PC
emulators complete.
I watch some of these mega Commodore users
(and I know only two, and one has passed
on), they can make Commodore compete and
complete with today's PC machines and
software. These men and women do all they
can on a Commodore without having to bow
to the great god of the PC computer.
Sure, at their jobs they are stuck using a
PC, but don't think these people don't go
home and wash their hands before they sit
down with the strength and simplicity of a
Commodore 64 or 128.
All I can say is
that, from what I know, if there never was
a Commodore to begin with, there would be
no PCs to have today.
May the
rock on.

Commodore

computer

continue

to

Visit Lenard Roach’s Homepage
http://lenardroach.com/Home.php
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The Net
Retro Yak

Commodore Format Archives

http://www.retroyak.com

http://www.commodoreformatarchive.com/

Retro Yak is a blog based site all about
our
favourite
hobby,
retrogaming.
It
doesn’t have a particular focus on any
piece of hardware, but rather includes a
variety of articles about a wide range of
retro computers and consoles. Created and
run by retrogamer and hobbyist indie game
developer Dave Hughes, Retro Yak also
features a bunch of contributions from
guest writers including Clive Dorrington,
John P Anthony, Paul Davies and Saad Azim.
All of these writers, according to their
profiles, bring in expertise about a
variety of different machines and aspects
of retrogaming.

Sometimes in life, there are only two
choices; Holden vs. Ford (a huge rivalry
in
Australia),
Football
vs.
Cricket,
Commodore Vs Spectrum, Mario vs. Sonic.
And then there is the biggest, most
important debate of them all - Zzap! vs.
Commodore Format. Many a schoolyard scrap
was
caused
by
this
hotly
contested
rivalry!

The
actual
site
is
set
out
in
a
conventional, simple way but it all works
well. A nice Sinclair Spectrum themed
Retro Yak banner at the top of the page is
followed by a ‘Go To’ drop down menu.
Below that, the articles are posted in
order of their publication. The articles
are
generally
interesting
and
well
written, which include pieces about Donkey
Kong, Psycho Pigs UXB, Spy vs. Spy,
Matthew Smith and Software Piracy amongst
others.
I
especially
like
that
the
articles
are
fairly
fresh
and
edgy,
without too many mentions of Sonic, Mario
and the C64 vs. Spectrum debate.
Overall, although at the moment a little
light
on
content,
Retro
Yak
is
an
interesting blog with plenty of potential.
Activity on the site has been fairly
minimal in the last month so hopefully it
can maintain its momentum.

If you side with Commodore Format, and
even
if
you
don’t,
Commodore
Format
Archives is a truly nostalgic recount
about this classic magazine. Beginning its
days as a Facebook page in 2013, the
concept has expanded to both Twitter and
the very site we are reviewing now.
The
site
describes
itself
as
an
“unofficial
appreciation
of
Future
Publishing’s C64 magazine”, and the love
for the magazine shows, with some truly
interesting look backs at some of the
classic issues, a nice history section,
interviews
with
past
editors
and
contributors and many other extras that
will keep you reading and interested for a
long while.
The site’s presentation is completely
stock standard blog stuff, which works
well and is easy to navigate, and also
includes a search function. One thing I’d
like to see is some information about its
anonymous author ;-)
Commodore Format Archives is a nostalgic
trip back to the later days of the C64’s
classic era and it’s (arguably) best
magazine at the time. Check it out!
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A Hacker’s Life For Me!
by Vinny Mainolfi

Hackersoft’s Crazy Hacking Diary:
Demon’s Kiss by MC Lothlorein

Kissing this guy isn’t going to
turn him into a Prince, let me
tell you!

“And then I hit
upon Demon’s
Kiss, a game
coded by Peter

As most of you already know,
I’m
renowned
for
obtaining
Commodore 64 game endings for
my C64endings.co.uk website,
and also crazy hacking old and
new Commodore 64 titles just
for the fun of it. The crazy
hacking side of things has
really taken off in the past
two years and I’m manipulating
code for around 2-3 games per
month and publishing them on
my hackersoft.co.uk website.
But where does it all start,
and how do I go about choosing
a game and turning it into a
full blown crazy hack? In this
feature I’m going to answer
those
exact
questions
and
more.

Andrew for MC
Lothlorien,

Wednesday 26th February 2014

which is also

I’ve got to start somewhere,
and so this evening I loaded
up the Gamebase 64 database
onto my PC and slowly went
through
possible
games
to
crazy hack. I started with the
previous game I hacked, which
was Kendo Warrior by Byte
Back, and then clicked on the
link
that
suggested
more
arcade beat-em-ups. A few that
popped up didn’t really do it
for me, and there were some,
such as Bruce Lee, that I’ve
already crazy hacked. And then
I hit upon Demon’s Kiss, a
game coded by Peter Andrew for
MC Lothlorien, which is also
featured
on
our
C64endings
website. This could be a good

featured on our
C64endings
website.”

With unlimited lives, I’d
give it a crack!

one
to
hack
as
it
has
multiple
screens,
lives,
energy, enemy, various SID
tunes, a game ending… and
many
other
elements
that
c ou ld
be co me
pot en ti al
features for my crazy hack.

FIG1—Demon’s Kiss title screen
My first port of call is to
check if there is any space
available
in
the
game’s
memory, or will it be full up
– in which case this is a non
-starter. So looking through
the game’s memory using the
Action
Replay
Cartridge
monitor mode, it appears that
there is space from $BB00 to
$BFFF
(space
is
usually
indicated by a large section
of BRK commands).

FIG 2—Available space in code.
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Result! From here, I need to find out if
I can get the game to step out of itself
and go through my code before returning
back to the game. This is done by
searching for one of the keyboard
commands (I mainly look for LDA $DC01).
Once I find a LDA $DC01 (I found it in
location $2D9B), I replaced it with JSR
$BB00, which means at the point that the
game is going to read the keyboard, it
jumps to my code instead… which I
haven’t written yet. Before I run the
game, I need to add something into $BB00
so that the game doesn’t crash when I
restart it. I always use the following
machine code program to test the
stability of the game and if it will
work with my crazy hack code:
$BB00 LDA #$7F

< START SETTING UP THE
KEYBOARD READER >

$BB02 STA $DC00
$BB05 LDA $DC01
$BB08 CMP #$FE

< LOOK TO SEE IF KEY ‘1’
is PRESSED >

$BB0A BNE $BB0F

< GOTO $BB0F IF IT ISN’T
>

$BB0C INC $D020

< INCREASE $D020 IF IT IS
PRESSED – WHICH INCREASES
BORDER COLOUR BY ONE >

$BB0F LDA $DC01

< THIS PUTS BACK THE
COMMAND WE TOOK FROM
$2D9B BEFORE… >

$BB11 RTS

< …RETURN BACK TO THE
GAME >

I then fire up the game again from my
Action Replay Cartridge and press fire
to start. As I play through the game, I
can now hit ‘1’ on the keyboard and the
border ($D020) colour on screen changes.
This confirms that I can add a whole
load of features within the game without
it crashing – for now anyway.
So now I have my code working within the
game, but I still need to find and
invent some features to add. I start to
make a list of the features I may want
to add:
















Skip Screen Left
Skip Screen Right
Skip Screen Up
Skip Screen Down
Infinite Lives On
Infinites Lives Off
Freeze Energy
Unfreeze Energy
Freeze Enemy
Unfreeze Enemy
Instant Key Collect
Instant Door Open
Smart Bomb

Various colour changes to screen and
sprites
 Sprite size effects

 Game ending
 Teleport on screen
 Teleport throughout the map
…and so on. The list will get larger the
further into the project I go. But for
now, this list is a good place to start.
Next comes a very important part to the
whole process: learning how to play the
game. The only way to get the best out
of a game is to familiarise yourself
with the instructions and learn how to
play it. You have to answer questions
such as: how do I advance levels; how do
I open doors; where are the keys, how do
I get passed the boss; how do I complete
the game? All these questions need
answering so that you can start to plan
how you’re going to attack this project
and build a good crazy hack. I’ve never
played Demon’s Kiss before and I don’t
own an original, which means I don’t
have the instructions. Fortunately,
someone has recorded a walkthrough of
the whole game so that I can see how
it’s played and what the challenges are.
I watched the video this evening and
made a few notes as to what I’m looking
for in the code. I then emailed my good
friend and partner in crime, Frank
Gasking to ask if he had an original of
the game so that he could email me a
scan of the instructions.
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Thursday 27th February 2014
Judging by the walkthrough video I
watched on YouTube last night, this is
quite a large game and so there are
going to be a few screens to play
through. One of my favourite crazy hacks
to add is the ‘screen skip’ feature that
lets you jump around the game’s map.
This is what I’ve set my sights on for
the first feature that I’m going to code
in, and so I get to it…
I started by loading up a great piece of
PC software called ICU64 by Mathfigure,
which works in conjunction with Vice.
What ICU64 does is show you a LIVE
visual of what is happening in the
Commodore 64’s memory at that moment in
time. For instance, you can load up any
game into Vice and see all the memory
locations moving and changing whilst you
play the game. This is incredibly
important because it shows you things
like energy depletion, lives lost,
screen changes and so on. It’s not
obvious where they are, which is why it
takes a bit of time and effort to work
out what’s going on.
Screen skipping can work in a few ways:
you can either force the screen to skip,
as long as you know the skip sequence
and also the map reference, or it’s
already hardwired into the code because
the original programmer wanted an easy
solution to changing the screens.
Fortunately, the programmer decided to
opt for the latter and code a screen
change by just poking one address in
memory. The address in question is
$0063. So for example, if you place $03
into $0063, the screen skips left. If
you place $04 into $0063, the screen
skips right. You can even skip out of
the game’s map! Here’s what I jotted
down in my notes:






Screen Skip Up:

$0063 $01

Screen Skip Down:

$0063 $02

Screen Skip Left:

$0063 $03

Screen Skip Right:

$0063 $04

The next thing to do is to start
building my crazy hack code using what

I’ve just found. So I took my original
code and changed it to the following:
$BB00

LDA #$7F

< START SETTING UP THE
KEYBOARD READER >

$BB02

STA $DC00

$BB05

LDA $DC01

$BB08

CMP #$FE

< LOOK TO SEE IF KEY ‘1’
IS PRESSED >

$BB0A

BNE $BB10

< GOTO $BB10 IF IT ISN’T
>

$BB0C

LDA #$03

< IN OTHER WORDS: LET
A=3 >

$BB0E

STA $63

< STACK (POKE) A INTO
MEMORY LOCATION $0063 >

$BB10

LDA $DC01

$BB13

RTS

< RETURN BACK TO THE
GAME >

Now when I restart the game and play it,
pressing ‘1’ will skip the screen left.
Simple. The rest of the screen skip
features are coded exactly the same way,
but with different keys: ‘2’ to skip
right, ‘3’ to skip up, and ‘4’ to skip
down.
This evening I decided to search for any
images of the game that appeared on the
internet that I could use later on when
creating the intro. One of the images
that came up in the search was the tape
inlay, which looked very familiar. I
checked my Commodore 64 games list again
and Demon’s Kiss wasn’t on it. I decided
to go through my drawers of original C64
games on tape, and in the first drawer I
stumbled upon the original of Demon’s
Kiss! I actually OWN the game on tape,
and so I have the full instructions that
I can use. This is great because I will
also be able to use the inlay cover
picture for the bitmap banner that
appears in the crazy hack intro. So now
I know the full plot of the game, which
is to explore the castle, kill
everything in sight, and rescue the
Princess Alicia. Sorted.
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Friday 28th February 2014
I started early this morning so that I
could get some coding in before work. I
wanted to tackle the game ending
feature, which has been playing on my
mind.

at that point I froze and saved the game
using my Action Replay Cartridge so that
I can study the ending triggers in
ICU64.

FIG 4—Outside the castle.
FIG 3—The game ending.
I’m not sure what the triggers are that
fire-up the ending, and so I’m going to
have to play the game a little more and
get an understanding of the final task.
I’m fortunate enough to have the game
ending on my site, and so I studied the
code within the ending to see what
triggers it. Unfortunately nothing
obvious stands out and so it’s a matter
of playing with the code and trying to
trick the game into thinking it has been
completed. After half an hour I give up
and leave it for another time.
So that I don’t feel as if I’ve wasted
my time, I decided to code in more of
the crazy hack features, and so I added
in all the directional screen skip
features: left, right, up and down to
keys 1,2,3 and 4 respectively. It works
perfectly and I can now whiz around the
game map with ease. This may help me
understand the game a little more so
that I can crack the game ending.
I then decided that I was going to play
the game using my four new features and
see if I could skip through the game map
and find my way to the end. It took me
around 5 minutes to get outside the
castle (one screen before the ending as
revealed in the YouTube video), and so

This evening I spent about an hour
banging my head against a brick wall
trying to figure out the game ending
triggers! During this time, I managed to
work out the trigger for deactivating
doors (so you can walk through them), a
trigger to obtain the Maze Compass, and
also a trigger to instantly collect
keys. But eventually, with a little more
thought, I worked out the game’s map
references within the code and then
sussed out the codes for the screen
before the ending, and then just
triggered it by activating a screen skip
right. This was done using the following
code:
LDA #$12

< LET A = 12 >

STA $1E

< STACK (POKE) A INTO LOCATION
$1E, WHICH IS THE LEFT & RIGHT
MAP REFERENCE >

LDA #$08

< LET A = 8 >

STA $1F

<STACK (POKE) A INTO LOCATION
$1F, WHICH IS THE UP & DOWN MAP
REFERENCE >

LDA #$04

< LET A = 4 >

STA $63

< STACK A INTO 63, WHICH WILL
TELL THE GAME TO SKIP ONE
SCREEN RIGHT >

Phew! Time to chill.
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Saturday 1st March 2014
This morning I coded in the energy
freeze feature, which is a simple
process. First of all, I played the game
using ICU64 and Vice, and worked out the
location that shows the energy
depleting, which is $1F25. I then froze
the game using my Action Replay
Cartridge and looked for a piece of code
that decreased location $1F25. This is
done with the following command:
F 0800 FFFF CE 25 1F
This is the FIND command built into the
Action Replay’s monitor. The ‘F’ is the
FIND abbreviation, the 0800 FFFF is the
location area that I’m asking it to
search, CE is the code for the decrease
command (DEC), and finally 25 1F is the
location I found earlier ($1F25). This
returned the following results:
3624

3650

36D5

do the trick. It’s a large amount of
triggers just to freeze the energy; it’s
usually only one DEC you need to find,
but this game seems to differ from most.
I spent a lot more time going through
the code finding other features such as
instantly killing the fighters by
dropping their energy (at $1F26) down to
zero; selecting different SID tunes
($5339); giving the player infinite
lives (lives at $0022); instantly
collecting the maze compass ($0066 $01),
and lots more so that I can get on with
coding the actual crazy hack.

Sunday 2nd March 2014
It’s time to code a little more of the
crazy hack, and so I spent some time
adding in the FREEZE/UNFREEZE ENERGY,
and INFINITE LIVES ON/OFF features. I
can now press keys 5,6,7 and 8
respectively to turn the features on and
off. Eight features down and a whole
load more to go!
With regards to the infinite lives
feature, this was an easy one to work
out. I knew that the lives were stored
in memory location $0022, and so I used
the FIND command in my Action Replay
monitor to find where that location is
decreased (DEC) when you lose a life. So
theoretically, I’m looking for the DEC
$22 command, which goes like this:
F 0800 FFFF C6 22

FIG 5—Energy decrease locations.
These three locations are where I need
to change the DEC to LDA so that the
energy doesn’t decrease. But I don’t
change it yet as this will become part
of the crazy hack code for when the
player presses a certain key to active a
feature. I tested out the three
locations to see if the energy did
freeze, and it did – but only in certain
circumstance. This means that there is
more code within the game that decreases
the energy. I found various locations
that use a SBC (SuBtract with Carry)
command with $1F25, and this seemed to

FIG 6—Location 1163.
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The ‘F’ is the FIND abbreviation, the
0800 FFFF is the location area that I’m
asking it to search, C6 is the code for
the decrease command (DEC), and finally
22 is the location I found earlier
($22). This returned the location $1163.
If you go to $1163 you’ll see the follow
command:
DEC $22
Bingo! This is the command that
decreased the lives, and so all I need
to do to stop the lives decreasing is to
change
the
DEC
to
LDA
(LoaD
Accumulator), which means the lives
don’t change. This is then translated
into my crazy hack code, which looks
something like this:
LDA #$F7

< STARTING THE KEYBOARD
MAPPING ROUTINE >

JSR $BFE0 < JUMP SUBROUTINE TO A
REPEATED PIECE OF KEYBOARD
SETUP CODE >
CMP #$FE

< LOOKS FOR A SPECIFIC KEY TO
BE PRESSED – IN THIS CASE,
‘7’. >

BNE $BBA6 <BRANCH NOT EQUAL – IF YOU
DON’T PRESS THE KEY THEM JUMP
TO $BBA6 >
LDA #$A5

< LET A = A5 - THIS IS THE
‘LDA’ COMMAND THAT WILL
REPLACE ‘DEC’ >

STA $1163 < STACK (POKE) A INTO MEMORY
LOCATION $1163 SO THAT IT
REPLACES ‘DEC’ WITH ‘LDA’ >
LDA $DC01 < SETTING UP FOR THE NEXT KEY
PRESS >
CMP #$F7

< LOOKS TO SEE IF ‘8’ IS
PRESSED >

BNE $BBB2 < BRANCH NOT EQUAL – IF YOU
DON’T PRESS THE KEY THEM JUMP
LDA #$C6

< LET A = C6 - THIS IS THE
‘DEC’ COMMAND WE WILL REPLACE
BACK ‘LDA’ WITH >

STA $1163 < STACK (POKE) A INTO MEMORY
LOCATION $1163 SO THAT IT
REPLACES ‘LDA’ WITH ‘DEC’ >

FIG 7—Infinite lives code
You may need to look up the key mapping
routines to understand exactly what is
being carried out in my code, but
everything else is really a simple
process of just coding to replace
commands in specific memory locations
within the game.
This afternoon I spent some time working
on elements away from the Commodore 64
environment. I’m comfortable enough to
know that Demon’s Kiss is going to be my
next crazy hack release and so it’s time
to start thinking about the README.TXT
file and also the intro. It’s good that
I have these other elements to think
about as it does get a little boring and
frustrating at times when all you’re
doing is coding.
I start by scanning the tape’s inlay
that houses the cover and instructions.
I
then
digitally
separate
the
instructions from the front cover, and
then load up the C64 image editing
software for my PC called Project One so
that I can start creating the bitmap
banner image for my intro. This allows
me to create a KOALA C64 image from the
scan I made of the cover art – but not
before editing it and playing with a few
of the image’s attributes. Once the
image is complete, it’s time to convert
it into a format that I can use in my
intro, and so I covert the image using a
piece of software on my Commodore 64
called Picture Splitter.
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you to save your current location, and
then restore it whenever you like – just
in case you ever get lost in the map and
want to return to a certain point. I’m
going to code this in the evening after
a day’s work.
This evening I jotted down the simple
code to my idea, which goes like this:
To save the current location:

FIG 8—Project One

LDA $1E

< LOAD THE CURRENT LEFT TO
RIGHT MAP LOCATION INTO ‘A’ >

STA $BFF9

< STACK ‘A’ INTO A LOCATION
I’VE SET ASIDE, WHICH IS
$BFF9 >

LDA $1F

< LOAD THE CURRENT UP TO DOWN
MAP LOCATION INTO ‘A’ >

STA $BFFA

< STACK ‘A’ INTO A LOCATION
I’VE SET ASIDE, WHICH IS
$BFFA >

To restore the saved location:

FIG 9—Picture Splitter
This gives me the first chance of seeing
what my intro banner image is going to
look like. And it looks good enough. I
then carried out a quick test of the
banner in the intro environment using
Turbo Assembler on my Commodore 64.
Seems to work well.
With the scanned instructions, I use a
piece of OCR software on my PC to
convert the image into a piece of text
so that I can paste it into the ‘STORY’
part of my README.TXT file that
accompanies my crazy hack. This was
quick and easy to do.

Monday 3rd March 2014
Sometimes ideas can come to me in the
strangest of places… this morning I came
up with a new idea in the shower! I’ve
decided to code in a feature that allows

LDA $BFF9

< LOAD THE CURRENT LEFT TO
RIGHT MAP LOCATION INTO ‘A’ >

STA $1E

< STACK ‘A’ TO $1E SO THAT IT
RESTORES THE L/R MAP REFERENCE
>

LDA $BFFA

< LOAD THE CURRENT UP TO DOWN
MAP LOCATION INTO ‘A’ >

STA $1F

< STACK ‘A’ TO $1F SO THAT IT
RESTORES THE U/D MAP REFERENCE
>

JSR $2A4E

< RELOAD / REFRESH THE SCREEN
>

I added the idea to my code and it
worked! It took me some time to find the
screen refresh triggers (JSR $2A4E), but
once I worked that out there was no
stopping me. I’m going to implement this
code into future crazy hacks so that you
can save and restore the screen you are
on – a bit like a snapshot does in an
emulator.
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I also spent some time coding in the
teleport routine that instantly
teleports you to specific locations such
as the start screen (if you get lost),
all the key rooms, the room with the
compass, outside the maze, the bridges,
and so on. There are quite a few
teleport features to add that utilise
the mapping references ($1E and $1F)
that the original programmer included.

the new banner, music, text and
scroller, and then compile it all
together to create the completed
package.
Another one bites the dust!

Vinny Mainolfi,
Hackersoft/C64endings.co.uk

I’m now up to 21 new in-game features
coded in to my crazy hack, with around
another 25 to add!

Tuesday 4th March 2014
Before starting work I got cracking with
some more feature coding and got the
count up to 33 new in-game features. New
ones included freezing and unfreezing
all the enemy in the game – including
falling rocks and spikes. This was done
by finding the movement routines that
animated the enemy, and then getting my
code to alter the game code to bypass
those routines. I just use a simple
RETURN (RTN $60) command in place of the
animation start routine, which sends the
code back to its original routine from
the point that the enemy starts to
animate. The result is that none of the
enemy move. Simple yet effective.

The completed intro.

Wednesday 5th March 2014
This evening I finally completed the
coding to this crazy hack and finished
off with 47 new in-game features. The
final few features were simple colour
changes, which you can usually trigger
through $D020 - $D02F, but most of these
were coded into specific addresses
within the game code by the original
programmer, and so I manipulated those
instead. These were: $20, $21, $4F, and
$50.
All that remains for me to do is to use
a notemaker called Timenoter on my
Commodore 64 to type up the intro
documents, edit my standard intro .ASM
file in Turbo Assembler to incorporate

Beware, beware! BEWARE!! The
Demon’s kiss. So no more making
out with Harpy, okay!

Visit the Hackersoft website for more of Vinny’s Crazy
Hacks, as well as an assortment of music hacks and
other bits and pieces!
http://www.hackersoft.co.uk
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Hardware
Repair by Remote Control by Ray Carlsen
One broken monitor.
One frustrated Commodore user.
One Ray the tech.
Communication only through email.
This can only mean one thing - Repair By Remote Control!

Ray Carlsen is a Commodore
enthusiast and has been
involved in electronics for 60
years. Please visit Ray’s
homepage for the most up to
date and complete versions of
his articles.

“Much like a
computer with a
blank screen,
there are many
possible causes
of failure.”

This is how a user repaired his
own monitor with nothing more
than emails back and forth with
a
technician
for
guidance:
repair
by
"remote
control".
Emails between Eric (aka Goblin)
and Ray the tech.
Goblin:
My 1902 Monitor blew a fuse
(125V line) and now has no power
-on light. I also checked the
Regulator
(STR30123)
and
nothing, then smoke came out of
it. I ordered a new regulator.
Now I can't find the degaussing
switch (TH501) so I can order
it. What other part number can I
use
that
is
similar?
If
replacing
those
two
things
doesn't fix it, it's going into
the trash bin. I haven't had any
luck fixing Commodore Monitors
yet. Never hurts to try though.

horizontal output transistor
(H.O.T.).
Measure
its
resistance
collector
to
emitter. If low or zero, the
transistor
or
something
in
that circuit is shorted and
that's
what
took
out
the
regulator
and
the
fuse.
Troubleshooting a monitor is
not easy. Much like a computer
with a blank screen, there are
many
possible
causes
of
failure. I'm not sure I can
tell you how to proceed... and
testing while it's powered is
dangerous. On the other hand,
I hate to see anything go in
the dumper, but monitors can
be tough even for a tech to
diagnose and repair.
Goblin:
I've noticed the Flyback has a
black burn mark.

Bad flyback

Bad regulator
Ray:
If the regulator IC got torched,
it's not the degaussing switch.
It
has
to
be
something
downstream
such
as
the

Burned flyback
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Ray:
Yep, that's a classic failure. When the
flyback arcs, it usually takes out the
H.O.T. and that C to E short blows the
fuse.
The
regulator
could
have
been
damaged from the overload or later blew if
two
pins
were
accidentally
shorted
together during tests. They use series
resistors as fuses. When the damaged parts
are replaced, if the HV section doesn't
get power, search the B+ path from PS to
H.O.T. to find what's still open.
Goblin:
I have the Voltage regulator on the way.
Now what flyback should I get?
Ray:
I wouldn't know where to order that part.
The world has moved on since tube monitors
were made. One company I remember that
made universal replacements was HR Diemen.
They still have a website and might still
sell replacements for that monitor. There
should be a number (paper sticker?) on the
side of the flyback but you probably won't
see that until you remove it. If the
sticker is missing, try searching with the
monitor make and model number. Another
outlet, if still in business, is ASTI
Magnetics.
Goblin:
Just to make sure I’m getting correct
reading on testing H.O.T., my multimeter
on Resistance and 2000K, Collector to
Emitter (+,- and -,+ on probes) I'm
getting 0. It's faulty, right?
Ray:
Yes.
You
should
be
using
a
lower
resistance range on the meter (or its
diode
test)
but
that
transistor
is
apparently shorted.

try... scrape out the burned area of that
fly (carbon is conductive and must all be
cleaned out), then fill the hole and
around
it
with
clear
RTV
Silicone
adhesive. That's the stuff that smells
like vinegar when uncured. One brand
called Permatex is found at auto parts
stores. When cured (at least two hours),
try it again but make sure the H.O.T.
collector to emitter is not shorted. If it
is, replace it. You gamble the fly is
still good and will not kill the new
H.O.T. The original problem was High
Voltage leakage from a crack in the
flyback epoxy case. When it arcs over to
nearby metal, it burns a hole in the case
that must be cleaned and sealed to prevent
future arcing. I would move any metal
parts away from the area as well so it
doesn't do it again. This is all assuming
the fly is still good inside. Running it
to failure may have destroyed it but I've
managed to fix a few flybacks like that in
TV sets and monitors years ago when I
couldn't get a replacement.
Time passes...
Goblin:
Got some time today to go back to work on
my 1902 Monitor. I will attempt to
"repair" the flyback since I'm not able to
find a new replacement. I cleaned the
burned area. I would like to get your
advice if it looks good enough to start
putting RTV on. Also seems like there is a
small burn area and hole. From your
experience, the coil should be good? Have
you seen worse burned areas and were you
still able to repair the flyback?

Goblin:
I took the flyback out. Its a muRATA
MHF064-31, not sure where to look for
this. Is there anything similar I could
use, maybe from the 90's or early 2000's?

Ray:
Yes, I've had pretty good luck repairing a
flyback with a small burned area like
that. Looking at the photo, I would cut
out all that black bubbled epoxy. I see
the initial burned area goes back all the
way to the powdered iron core! That core
is grounded and the HV can arc to it too
if not properly sealed.

Ray:
I doubt it. A flyback has to be an exact
match and all my searches came up empty
for that one. One long shot you could

Goblin:
I got the "carbon, bubble epoxy" off. I've
reached the white area now, should I stop
here? Is this where I apply the silicone,
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to the white area? There is a small hole
also in the white area (which caused the
arcing I guess)

another 1902. I've spent enough hours on
this one already. If I had a NEW flyback,
I would know for sure, but I can't even
find a replacement on this planet.
Ray:
I would want to know if B+ (125VDC) was
getting to the H. Output circuit before
giving up on it. Flybacks usually don't
fail open but the windings can short from
overheating or arc-over. That said, if you
really don't want to go any further, I
understand.

Flyback repair
Ray:
Yes, that hole is where the arcing started
and it should be cleaned out as well. If
there is nothing near it to arc to, a
thick layer of silicone sealer over that
entire area should do it. Nice work, by
the way! Now that I see the exposed area,
my guess is you caught it in time. I would
bring the AC up gradually on a Variac and
watch the regulator output voltage to see
if it stabilizes at its regulation point
pf 125VDC. If you have no Variac, I would
power it up with a 100W incandescent light
bulb in series with the AC input to safely
limit the current and thus the AC input
voltage. The bulb should be dim, not
bright. Run it for a few minutes and see
if the flyback transformer case gets warm.
If all seems well, give it full power.
Good luck! Make sure all the connectors
are seated on the boards and stay away
from the area of that flyback repair. It
can still jump to a finger but when sealed
from the air, it shouldn't arc by itself
any longer.

Goblin:
Where exactly do I check for B+ (125VDC)
on the H output circuit? Is it a component
I check? I don't have much knowledge on
CRT monitor repair. I thought I would get
lucky and repair mine. It's never that
easy. I can repair most Commodore 64 and
1541 Drives, thanks to you and your
articles. I would like to learn.
Ray:
The best place to check for B+ voltage
would be the flyback, pin 11. That's where
the 125V goes into the transformer and
onto
the
collector
of
the
output
transistor. You wouldn't want to measure
the
collector
directly
as
the
pulse
voltage there will be over 1000 volts if
the circuit suddenly starts working! If
the low voltage power supply is working,
there will be 125VDC at pin 4 of the
regulator IC. If it's not there, either
there is a dead short in the H output
circuit or the regulator is not passing
the voltage from it's input pin 3. Note
the big resistor R503 that passes some of
the voltage around the regulator. That
resistor normally runs warm to hot. If the
regulator pin 4 voltage is there but not
at the flyback pin 11, resistor R508 is
probably open due to the failure of the
transistor.

Some time passes...
More time passes...
Goblin:
I want to give you an update on the 1902
Monitor I’ve been working on and it's not
good. When I turned it back on, still
nothing. I assume the flyback was beyond
repair in first place. That monitor goes
back to the shed. Maybe I'll run into

Goblin:
I did some more testing on the 1902
Monitor. Tested flyback Pin 11, nothing.
Tested
Voltage
Regulator
Input
Pin3=161VoltDC Output Pin4=155VDC(supposed
to be 125VDC?). I also tested H.O.T. and
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it tests OK. Also measured the R503 big
resistor "180 (CW15)" giving me ~177 so
that looks good also.
Ray:
Find and check resistor R508 (3.3 ohms, 5
Watt). It couples the B+ (which will read
high because the fly isn't running, so no
load) to the flyback pin 11. An overload
could burn that resistor open. By the way,
if you can read a schematic, the one for
the 1902 is on my website. Look in
monitors and find the 1902.jpg for the
diagram.
That's
what
I'm
using
for
reference when I answer questions.
Goblin:
I checked the resistor R508 (3.3 ohms,5
watt) and its dead (no resistance). It
also looks "burned", see pics. I took it
out re-checked, no resistance. Looks like
this might be it. So that's why I would
get no power light on also? Is this a good
replacement for that resistor?
http://www.ebay.com/itm/YAGEO-3-3-OHM-5WWIRE-WOUND-CEMENT-FILLED-CERAMIC-POWERRESISTOR-5-NEW-/390748371427?
pt=LH_DefaultDomain_0&hash=item5afa6af9e3
Is that 3.3 ohms or 3.3K ohms? On the
original resistor I see 3.3ohmK.
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testing. I put a 100W incandescent light
bulb in place of the fuseable resistor and
turn on the monitor (or bring it up slowly
on a Variac). If that works, I replace the
resistor and feel confident all necessary
repairs are done and it will not fail
again.
Goblin:
How do you connect the 100W light bulb
where the resistor was? Do I just solder
the 2 pads where the resistor was to the
electrical foot contact on the light bulb?
Ray:
That's essentially correct but you can't
solder to the bulbs aluminium base. Better
to use some kind of fixture and wire its
AC plug to the resistor circuit with some
hookup wire. Be careful! Hands off ANY
TIME the monitor is plugged in to the AC
outlet.
Goblin:
When we turn on the Monitor with the light
bulb acting as a resistor, we don't want
the light bulb to light, is that correct?
If it lights up, that means we have a
short circuit?
Ray:
Correct. If it lights full brightness,
that indicates a heavy overload somewhere
downstream of the flyback, or the fly
circuit itself.
Goblin:
So if light bulb doesn't light up and
monitor works, it means I can go ahead and
finally
install
the
R508
3.3ohms
5W
resistor?

Fuse resistor

Ray:
It's actually a 3.3 ohm, 5 Watt. I'm not
sure what the K after the value means but
the Ebay component is a good match. To be
accurate, your reading would be infinite
resistance
or
open
circuit,
not
"no
resistance". Something I like to do when
firing up a monitor or TV after replacing
parts is what I call non-destructive

Ray:
That's right. The bulb should run dim and
the monitor screen should light up. The
screen may be narrow because of the
voltage drop from the bulb.
Goblin:
I made the bulb socket. I put in 100W bulb
and the power light on Monitor came on!
Then maybe after 5-10 seconds there was a
little tiny spec of red in the light bulb,
but that's it. Its barely visible, I
turned off the monitor after 20 seconds.
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Looks good to me, I was expecting light
bulb lit full bright if a short was still
there.
Ray:
Looks like it's working. The little bit of
light from the bulb means the flyback
circuit is drawing current as it should.
You might have to crank up the bottom
control on the flyback to see the screen
but it appears to be working (he said,
without seeing it. ha ha). For the correct
setting of that master screen control
(bottom one on the fly), set your front
panel brightness control to mid range,
then up the flyback control just high
enough to dimly light the screen. The top
flyback control is the focus... easy to
see how that works. :-)
Goblin:
Received the R508 Resistor today. Put it
in and Monitor is working but this is what
I see. Something is still not right. I
played with all the controls trying to
adjust it but nothing. Even tried focus
and screen on flyback.

misconvergence and purity errors. You can
safely make small corrections (rotate it
clockwise as seen from the rear) with the
monitor off. If you keep your hands free
of live circuits, you can rotate the yoke
with the monitor on, viewing the results
in a mirror. Gloves would make that
adjustment safer. Don't mess with the
rings on the neck of the tube. Those are
for
final
purity
and
convergence
adjustments which are hard to reset if
diddled with. There are usually dabs of
paint to hold them in place after factory
adjustments are done. Hopefully that ring
assembly has not been moved.
The next email made all this effort worth
while.
Goblin:
Before I started fixing this 1902 Monitor
I've had since childhood, I had no idea
even what the inside of a monitor looked
like. As you remember, I almost gave up,
but you said you can show me the way if
I'm willing. We fixed the Flyback, then
changed the H.O.T., Voltage Regulator and
then you figured out the rest of thepuzzle
and we replaced the R508 Resistor. After
finally adjusted the yoke, this Monitor is
working like it has before, maybe even
better. I couldn't find a Flyback anywhere
for this Monitor. I'm glad its working
after
the
Silicone
(flyback
fix)
procedure. Again, thanks for your time.
This has been great repair experience,
Ray.

Image tilted
Ray:
The tilted image and colour error is due
to the deflection yoke being offset. The
yoke is the large round set of coils that
normally sits on the neck of the tube
against the rubber bumper shims on the
bell of the tube. It must have been pulled
back and out of alignment during repair
work. If the yoke is still against its
shims but simply rotated, rotating it back
to the correct orientation should fix the

Ray Carlsen
rcarlsen@tds.net
http://personalpages.tds.net/~rcarlsen
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Reset Magazine Web Directory
Organisation/Website

Web-Address/Link

Ausretrogamer

http://www.ausretrogamer.com/

Blow The Cartridge

http://blowthecartridge.com/

Binary Zone Store

http://www.binaryzone.org/retrostore/

C64endings.co.uk

http://www.c64endings.co.uk/

C64HDD

http://www.64hdd.com/index_en.html

C64 Portal

http://www.c64.sk/

C64 Scene Database

http://csdb.dk/

C64 Tapes.org

http://c64tapes.org/

CBM8bit.com

http://cbm8bit.com/

Commodore Format Archives

http://www.commodoreformatarchive.com/

Commodore Is Awesome

http://awesome.commodore.me/

Finnish Game Comparison Blog

http://frgcb.blogspot.com.au/

GB64

http://gb64.com/

Hackersoft

http://www.hackersoft.co.uk

Lemon 64

http://www.lemon64.com/

Protovision

http://www.protovision-online.com/

Psytronik Software

http://www.psytronik.net/

Ray Carlson Electronics

http://personalpages.tds.net/~rcarlsen/

Remix 64

http://www.remix64.com/

Reset Magazine Homepage

http://reset.cbm8bit.com/

Retro Asylum

http://retroasylum.com/

Retro Yak

http://www.retroyak.com/

RGCD

http://www.rgcd.co.uk/

Slay Radio

http://www.slayradio.org/

The Day The Universe Died

http://tdtud.blogspot.co.uk/

TND

http://tnd64.unikat.sk/

They Were Our Gods!

http://theywereourgods.com/theywereourgods/

1541 Ultimate

http://www.1541ultimate.net/

ZZAP! Back

http://www.zzap.w2s.co.uk/
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Reset…
Q&A

What is Reset Magazine?
Reset Magazine is a free, non-profit fanzine dedicated to the
Commodore 64 computer. Our target audience is the casual
Commodore 64 user and retro computer enthusiast. Reset is
distributed on the internet as a free PDF.
Who produces Reset?
Reset is produced by Reset Magazine Staff. We also have many
others who make contributions to the magazine. See page 3 for a
complete credits list for this issue.
How often is Reset released?
We are aiming for Reset to be quarterly magazine. Keep an eye
on our website or Commodore news sites for information about
release dates, and you can also subscribe to our news and user
support mailing list via our homepage. Reset #04 should arrive
early/mid August if all goes well!

Reset #01 Special Edition. 20 copies
were produced for the Brisbane C64
Night. If you are interested in a printed
version of Reset please let us know!

Why bother?
Because we love the Commodore 64. Most of us have owned C64
computers for decades and have a long history with the
computer. Our aim is to create an entertaining yet informative,
light-hearted, English language magazine in the spirit of
Commodore Format, ZZAP!, Commodore Scene and Commodore Zone,
that we hope people can enjoy, learn from and have a laugh
with.
Can I contribute to Reset?
If you would like to contribute to Reset please contact us at
our email address. New ideas are most welcome. If you have a
product that you would like featured, some news to submit, or
feel you have something else to offer please get in touch.
Can I buy a physical version?

Reset #02 Special Edition. 30
numbered copies were produced and
sold. As a special free bonus, each copy
included the first Reset Mix-i-disk,
loaded with software from the issue,
just for a bit of fun!

A small amount of physical copies of each issue have been
printed as Special Editions and are available for a very short
time after the publication of the issue. These are sold on a
first come, first served basis. If you would like a Special
Edition of this issue, please contact us at resetc64@gmail.com.
Can I advertise in Reset?
Yes, for free. All we ask in return is that you support us,
either by plugging the magazine on your website and/or social
media, providing us with news or help us in some other way. If
you would like to advertise in Reset please contact us.
What is a Reset Ripper?
The Reset Ripper is an award given to outstanding games we have
reviewed, which have received a score of either 9 or 10 out of
10.
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Final Thoughts
I hope you all enjoyed reading this issue.
Once again, I’d like to thank the rest of the
Reset Staff for their invaluable help, and
also the many contributors, of which without
you this little magazine of ours would not be
possible. Also, a big thank you to everyone
who has helped promote Reset. In particular,
Alex at Ausretrogamer who wrote a wonderful
article about Reset on his site and who has
been a fantastic supporter of Reset on social
media. Also, Nigel at Commodore Free who
conducted a little interview with yours
truly, which was a bit of fun. And really,
that’s why we’re all here - to have fun and
enjoy a common interest.
The support we have received from the C64
publishers; Protovision, Psytronik and RGCD,
has been great. It’s fantastic to have them
on board with Reset and together we can help
promote the scene and hopefully encourage
more C64 development. A special shout-out and
thanks must go to Gazunta who gave us an
exclusive Blow the Cartridge comic as well as

Didi and Mase for lending their talent to
help create the Reset intro to coincide with
the issue.
For Reset to continue being successful we
need your help! If you have any ideas or feel
you have something to offer the magazine,
please get in touch. To quote myself - “each
submission by staff and contributors isn’t
necessarily following a particular formula or
request by me, but in fact the author writing
about their particular specialty and passion
about the computer we all love. Hopefully
that passion and love for the scene comes out
in the writing, because it is completely
genuine. Most of the writers/contributors
come up with their own ideas and go for it,
so they are genuinely writing about their
area of expertise and what they love about
the C64”. Get involved!
Happy computing,

Unkle K

Being a brain of such extraordinary intellect, you would think
that I would have better things to do than to answer mind
numbingly dumb letters from a species who doesn’t even know how
to utilise the energy from a supernova to terraform your lifeless
moon into a 16 star holiday getaway for rich interdimensional
travellers. Believe me, there is money to be made! But, alas,
here I am. That’s what you get for being married I guess. I’d
rather be out with the boys.

The Forum

Send your pitiful enquiries to resetc64@gmail.com, subject ‘TMB’,
and be quick, for I only have 16 million of your earth years to
live.
Dear TMB (If that is your real name),

print my letter, make things right!

First time reader, first time writer! I’m a
long time C64 fan and I actually wrote to you
back in the day of Commodore Format. I must
have been fifteen or so at the time, with a
rather spotty complexion, but the thing is
you never printed my letter. You never even
wrote back. To be honest, I don’t even think
this is really you, probably some just some
middle-aged nerd sitting in a dark room
thinking he’s pretty funny. Anyway, the
questions I asked back then are completely
irrelevant now. I know why Parasol Stars was
never released. 16 bit consoles and Amiga’s
are no longer a threat to the commercial C64
market. So, really all you have to do is

E. Clarke.
Actually, TMB is not my real name. My real
name can only be heard telepathically. If I
attempted to say my name in the frequency
range your inadequate ears could actually
hear, it would no doubt send you crazy. I’m
just not ready to do that yet.
As for that other guff, consider yourself on
notice.
Next
time
I
detect
a
planet
destroying meteor in deep space heading
towards your neighbourhood, I might just let
it go.
TMB.
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Brendan Brewer Video Game Reviewer
By Cameron Davis

Blow the Cartridge
By Cameron Davis

